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LUBRICATION RECOMMENDATIONS
Because Waukesila engines are in service all over

the world, this company does not attempt to recorn- .
mend either by name or brand all the lubricating oils '
which are suitable for use. The viscosity or body of
the oil is the only property 'specified in the lubrication
recommendations. Quality-life, heat-nesiatance,
acid forming, and sludging tendencies as well as other
commonly specified physical properties-should be
the supplier's responsibility. The principle factors in
selecting the proper grade of oil for an engine are:
l-Qperating temperature of the oil in the crankcase
and 2-UEngine Class" which is dependent upon the
size, bearing clearances, and" speed at which the
engine operates.

Two methods of making this selection are suggested

in the following paragraph. and tables which accom
pany them. Method one is most exact, and should be
followed unless the use of an oil temperature gauge is
not practicable. It is the only positive and accurate
method of selecting a suitable oil, because it takes
into account the exact temperature of the oil under
all conditions of load and service by a thermometer
immersed in the oilxsump, and it is this temperature
which determines the actual operating viscosity of
the oil itself. It should always be used wherever it is
practical to install an oil temperature indicator. The
second is an approximate method basing the selection
upon existing temperatures of the air surrounding the
engine instead of the actual operating temperature of
the crankcase oil.

HOW TO SELECT UtE PROPER OIL
Oil Temperature Method

First turn to the inside back cover, and from the
model of your engine determine its classification, the
quantity of oil required, and the normal oil pressure.
It will fall under one of the three classifications,
A, B, or C. Observe the maximum temperature of the
oil in the crankcase when the engine is in actual
operation and then refer to the left-hand column of
Table I. Find the temperature range that includes
the reading you have just taken, and follow this line
across the table to the column for your class en,gine
(A, B, or C) as given in the table on the inside back
cover. Use an oil of the viscosity indicated. If'the
engine is used in different kinds of service from time
to time, it is advisable to re-check the oil temperature
and revise your selection with each change because
oil temperatures will vary according to the severity
of the service and changes in the surrounding air
temperatures.
Minimum Viscosity: The tabulation is arranged

on the basis of providing a constant minimum viscos-

ity Cor each class of engine throughout the oil oper
ating temperature range. The minimum Standard
Saybolt viscosities are 54, 62, and 72 for Engine
Classes A, B, and C respectively.
Ma·ximum Crankcase Oil Temperature: The

"Oil Operating Temperature" range in Table I is
not carried above 2200 since most present day engines
and lubricants stand up best if this top limit is not
exceeded. Oil coolers should be provided if operating
conditions tend to produce temperatures in the oil
sump that are higher than this.
Minimum Crankca.e Oil Temperature: The

oil operating temperature range is not carried below
1400 because crankcase condensation, sludging and
corrosion become excessive at temperatures below
1400 while the reduced efficiency of many oil filters at
temperatures lower than this renders them practically
useless. Shutters, thermostats, and any other means
required should be applied when operating conditions
will not maintain proper oil temperatureswithoutthem.

TABLE I

S.A.E. VISCOSITY NUMBERS
OIL OPERATING
TEMPERATURE Class" A" Engine Class "B" Engine Class "C" Engine

200-220· F. 30 40 50
180-200· F. 20/20W 30 40
160-180· F. lOW 20/20W 30
140-160· F. 10W* lOW 20W

*Ten per cent kerosene can be added to oil if necessary to provide satisfactory cold weather starting.

Air Temperature Method
The" Air Temperature Method" is the conventional

and familiar way of specifying oils which give approxi
mate results, but because there may be circumstances
under which it is impossible to obtain actual oil
sump temperatures it is repeated here for convenience
of users. In this case, turn to the inside back cover
for the table which classifies the engine and then follow
the directions given in Table II. "Heavy Duty" is
considered a continuous pull ranging from one-half
to full load, while "light duty" is considered as any

service, no matter if it be continuous, that does not
exceed, except for brief intervals, one-half the maxi
mum power of the engine.

No fixed rule can be applied to determine every
possible service classification, but when the service
is a border-line case as often occurs in portable com
pressor duty, the operator should watch the oil
closely to see that it is not too light to maintain its
lubricating properties and the specified oil pressure.

COLD WEATHER STARTING
Following the oil temperature chart recommendations will give you the lightest grade of oil that it is practical

to use at all times and even for winter operating conditions. In some cases, even these oils when chilled by
·standing overnight in sub-freezing temperatures may not permit easy starting. Under such conditions a lighter
oil is permissible, but since the lighter oils may over-heat after the engine gets under load, an oil cooler must
be added to prevent this. With engines operated outdoors in severe winter weather, it is often advisable to
drain the oil from the engine each night and keep it warm indoors until the next starting time. Do not place
it near an open flame or stove. It might start an explosion.

TABLE II

S.A.E. VISCOSITY NUMBERS

Class "A" Engine Class "B" Engine Class "C" Engine
TEMPERATURE OF
SURROUNDING AIR Light Heavy Light Heavy Light Heavy

Duty Dutv Duty Duty Duty Duty

70-90· F_ ,

I
20/20W 30 30 40 40 50

50-70· F. 20/20W 20/70W 20/20W 30 30 40
30-50· F. lOW lOW lOW 20/20W 20/20W 30
Below 30· F. 10W* 10W* 10W* lOW lOW 20W

*Ten per cent kerosene can be added to oil if necessary to provide satisfactory starting.
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STANDARD WARRANTY
TheWaukesha Motor Company is a member of the Internal Combustion Engine Institute.
The ServiceWarranty and policiesadopted by the Internal Combustion Engine Institute are
as follows:

I-Standard Service Warranties

b. Type 01Application

'a. The members of this industry shall guarantee their engines and parts thereof against
defective material or workmanship as prescribed in paragraph 1:(b).

Warranty Period
I

I

~1
Bus and Truck Equipment

Rail Cars and Locomotives

Agricultural Equipment

Industrial Equipment

Marine Equipment

Fire Equipment

c. Parts returned to any member of the in
dustry, transportation charges prepaid,
which are found by the member to be de
fective in material or workmanship, shall
at the member's option be repaired, reo
placed, or credited. No claims will be
allowedwhich, in the opinionof the mem
ber, result from engines or parts having
beensubjected to abuse orneglect or where
failure has been caused by accident.

d. Warranty on accessoriesfurnished by each
member shall be limited to the warranty
of the accessorymanufacturer.

e. Any warranty is void unless the Buyer or
his agents provide proper care and storage
of enginesand parts from date of shipment
to date placed in service.

I. Each memberreservesthe right to improve
his product through changes in design or
materials without being obligated to in
corporate such.changes in engines of prior
manufacture.

g. No'responsibility for contingent liability
through the failureof any engineor engine
part will be assumed by a member of this
industry.

Six months from date of shipment but not to
exceed ninety days or 15,000miles of service.

Six months from date of shipment but not to
exceed ninety days or 15,000miles of service.

Six months from date of shipment but not to
exceedninety days of service.

Six"months from date of shipment but not to
exceedninety days of service.

One year from date of shipment.

One year,from date of shipment.

2-Field Service-THE TERM BUYER,
ASUSED HEREIN, MEANS A CUSTOM
ER OFAMEMBER OF THIS INSTITUTE.

a. The responsibility of maintaining or
arranging fer adequate and proper field
service facilities shall be with the Buyer,
and he shall not request the assistance of
any member of this industry except in
cases of a complexcharacter.

b. All requests for service in the field shall
emanate from the Buyer of the engines.
Requests received from a Buyer's dealer
or the ultimate user shall, under normal
conditions, be referred to the Buyer.

c. If a member renders field service at the
request of the Buyer and the fault is found
not to be with the engine, the Buyer shall
pay the time and expenseof the member's
field representative.

d. No member shall accept bills for service,
labor or other expense that he has not
previously approved and authorized.
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e. Before Iconsideration can be given to re
quests far adjustments covering field serv
ice and alleged defective material, the
Buyer ihall furnish the member with the
followmgdate'

Owner's name and address

Engine model

Serial number

Information as to nature of trouble

Date actually placed in service

Accumulated days or milesof service

3-The Return of New Material-

a. Any member of this industry may at his
aptian accept the return of any part or
parts provided such return has been
autharized, and at prices agreed upon,
transportation charges prepaid. Such
autharized returns shall be subject to the
member's inspection and to a handling
charge of ten per cent, 10%, of the cost of
the part or parts returned.

-I-Labor and Other Expenses-
a. No member of this industry shall assume

any expense except direct labor in re
placing parts or servicing engines within
the warranty period, and in no case shall
such expense be assumed unless author
ized by the member.

CAUTION
Protective devices such as governors to control the engine speed, air cleaners, oil filters

and similar fixtures to prolong engine life, are provided for the mutual protection of the
owner and the Company. Failure to maintain them in operative condition or to replace them
when they become inoperative will result in greatly decreased durability.

INTRODUCTION
I-This book is not a service manual but a simple outline of duties that the owner and

operator must perform to insure satisfactory service.
2-For the mechanic who requires more

specific advice, full information will be sent
upon receipt of detailed request directed to
our Service Department. Be sure to give
the engine model and serial number taken
from the name plate.
3-Tabulated Data-The important facts

about all Waukesha Gas and Gasoline.Engines"
have been conveniently arranged in the pages
of Tabulated Data on the separate insert
furnished with this book. The Table givesthe
model, size, oil specifications, water capac
ity of industrial units for proper proportianing
of anti-freeze solutions, safe operating speeds,
tappet lettings far adjusting valves after
grinding, the maximum spark advance for
limiting the range of the advance mechanism,
and important clearance dimensions.

4-Using the Tabulated Data-When
this' book is first received, it is recorn
mended that the engine be promptly
identified from the name plate markings;
that they be recorded in the "Engine Re
cord" at right, and that a heavy pencil line

be run around the column in the Data that is
headed by the model number found an the
engine name plate. This will save time later

ENGINE RECORD
MODEL IL.......- ......J

No·1L- __ --,IDATED

GOVERNED SPEEDL-I _--I

when referring to the Data Table, and insure .
accuracy when ordering license plates, re
parting loss, placing insurance, ordering parts,
or corresponding with. the Company reo.
garding questions pertaining to the engine.
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PART 1
STARTING A NEW ENGINE

5-/nspection-Before starting a new engine, inspect it thoroughly, and see that it is com
plete and in proper workingorder. Make sure that the followingpreparations are made in the
order named. .

6-Proper Lubrication-The most im
portant precaution with any engine is to see
that it has plenty of good oil at all times.
Refer to the special instructions printed on
the inside front and back covers of this book
and select the proper oil for your engine. If
the "Oil Temperature Method" is used with
out any previous experience to guide you,
start off with an oil of the average viscosity
for your Engine Class, and by observing its
maximum temperature after it is under load,
you can make your' future selections with
exact knowledge. The "Surrounding Air
Temperature Method" may similarily be
used for the initial trial period to obtain oil
temperature data for future guidance. Some
engines are equipped' with copper lead or
cadmium silver bearings. It is, therefore,
urged that whatever oil you select should be
one-which the supplier will guarantee does
not attack these alloys.

A

jackets and radiator. When over-heating
occurs due to scale it should be removed by
following the method for cleaning detailed
in paragraph 320.

9-Proper Fuel-All Waukesha Engines
have been designed to utilize smoothly and
economicallywhatever fuel is most commonly
used in the fieldof servicein whichthe engine
is placed. Use the cleanest fuel obtainable
and keep the fuel line free from sand, lint
or water. A fuel filter is a good investment.

10- Air' Cleaners - An efficient air
cleaner for both the carburetor and the
breather is essential to long engine life
and its omission may be regarded as
possible grounds for voiding our guar
a·ntee.
To insure efficientoperation, all pipes, tubing
and passages should be tightly taped so that

. Figure 2-Filling the Engine Cranlr.ca.e
A-Combined filler and breather. B-Filler opening of valve-in-head engines is always not

combinedwith breather but closedby screwplug, C.

7-Prpper Cooling-N ext to proper oiling,
coolingan engineis most important. Be sure
-that the cooling system is full; that it does
not leak; and that none of the hose connec
tions have collapsed or become obstructed.

8-Cooling Water-Wh~never possible
avoid hard or alkaline waters and use soft
or distilled water in the cooling system. If
alkaline waters must 'be used, a treatment
with "Scalina," "Quick Solvent," or some
other softening compound will reduce the
scaling and prevent clogging of the water

all the air entering the engine must pass
through the cleaner. Keep the cleaner
clean and in full working order. A fouled
carburetor air cleaner cuts the engine's
power and will shorten the engine life. A
clogged breather induces oil-pumping and
leaks.

l l-r-Saie Engine Speeds-Over-speed
ing has ruined more engines than hard
work. Over-speeding may void our guar
antee. All four and six-cylinder industrial
units are equipped with governors which



e. Spark Advance Setting-If a magneto
is used, the spark lever must be slightly
advanced. With a battery Ignition it
must be retarded at starting.
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maintain the speed within the proper limits
as shown in the Tabulated Data. Under no
conditionsshouldmaximumpermissiblespeeds
be exceeded. Some duties, however, have
lower speed requirements; and if the equip
ment manufacturer recommends lower speeds
than given in this book, be sure to followhis
instructions.

12-Special Precaution with New En
ginee-«

a. Put Lubricating Oil in Fuel Tank
Use about one pint of light cylinder oil to
every three to five gallons of fuel during
the first 50 hours of service.

b. Fill and screw down all the grease cups.

c. See that the fan hub is filledwith oil.

d. Remove the spark plugs and squirt a tea
spoonful of light cylinder oil in each
cylinder to insure lubrication of the pistons
and cylinders when the engine first starts.

e. Idle the engine about fifteen minutes to
fill all the bearings with oil.

Stop any water leaks after the engine gets
hot Under load.

g. Tighten all cylinder head nuts after the
engine is hot. lie sure to read para
graph 616 before doing this.

13-General Starting Procedure-

a. Check Oil Supply-Remove the bayonet
oil gauge and fill the crankcase until the
gauge shows full. Consult the Lubrica
tion IData on the inside back cover of
this book for the quantity required if the
engine is empty.

b. Water-See that the cooling system is
full of water.

c. Fuel-Be sure that there is fuel in the
tank.

d. Throttle Setting-Set the throttle lever
about one-quarter open. (This may vary
with different makes of carburetors. See
the carburetor manual for specific ad
vice.)

f. Ignition Switch-Set the switch to
"ON" position. If engine is equipped with
automatic safety switch operating on low
oil pressure or high water temperature, be
sure it is set in running position.. -

g. Close Choke Valve-The carburetor
choke valve is usually operated by a pull
wire and restricts the air supply. The
engine should not be run with the
choke closed. Open it as soon as the
engine will run with the choke open.
When starting an engine that is hot, do
not use the choke, as it willmake starting
difficult.

h. Engine Is Ready ito Start-If it has no
power starter, engage the starting crank
and PULL UP. Do not grasp the start
ing crank between the thumb and fingers;
keep the thumb on the same side as the
fingers to avoid a broken wrist, should
the engine kick. An engine should start
with the third or fourth pull-up of the
starting crank.

i, Open Choke as Soon as Possible After
Starting-To start easily in cold weather
close the choke, leave the ignition "off,"
crank four or five cylinders full of mix
ture, then open the choke, turn "on" the
ignition and crank.

j. Test Oil Pressure-The oil pressure may
not build up at once, especially in cold
weather, so a few moments of idling will
be necessary to fill the lines and build up
the pressure before the engine is ready to
put under load. After sufficient idling
time has elapsed, check the pressure by an
oil gauge applied to the threaded opening
entering the oil line or by putting a pet
cock in the same place, and opening it
whilethe engineis running. The same teat
can also be made by removing the pipe
plug when the engine is running, but this
is recommended only as an emergency.
An oil pressure gauge may be obtained
from us at small cost. Oil pressure
should be up Ito the specification
shown in Lubrication Data on the in
side back caper of this book.
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PART II
LUBRICATION

THE OILING SYSTEM

100-General-Waukesha engines do not require "trick" oils; paragraph '6 and the table
on the inside front cover explain this. - Full pressure lubrication which distributes oil through
positive channels to all of the principal bearings and wearing surfaces is used on all models.
It is entirely automatic and keeps the oil circulating positively in these ducts as long as the
engine is in operation and the oil supply is maintained. When the engine stops, the surplus
oil on the internal parts drains back to the main reservoir in the bottom of the engine. The
proper operation of this oiling system is usually shown by an oil pressure gauge. (See para
graph 13-j.)

Figure3-0il Relief Valve.of the ThreeStandardType.
A-Ste.lshell valvebodyscrewedintoaluminumcrankcase. B-Cylindricalvalveplunger.

C-Pressure control spring. D-Pressure adjusting screw. E-Adjusting screw lock.
F-Protecting cap. G, H-Passages for overflowto crankcasewhen valve, B, opens. J-Oil
pressure duct from main oil line.

101-Oil Pressure-The proper oil pres
sure for each engineunder load is listed in the
Lubrication Data on the inside back cover of
this book. In cold weather this pressure may
not develop immediately because it takes a
little time for the thick oil to flow freely.
(See paragraph 13-j.) At low idling speeds,
these pressureswill be much lower. On small
engines, they may drop to five pounds with a
corresponding drop in larger engines. The
pressure is controlled by an automatic spring
loaded relief valve built into the side of the
crankcase. If the pressure drops to zero sud
denly or fluctuates violently while the engine
is under load, stop the engine,and investigate.
If the bayonet oil gauge shows the oil supply
is adequate, it may be that it has been used
too long and has become thinned by dilution.
The obviousremedy is to drain the crankcase,
and replace the old oil with new oil of the
proper grade. If this does not correct the
trouble, it is possible that dirt has lodged
under the reliefvalve or an oil line is ruptured.
In either case, the cause should be removed
beforestarting the engine.
102-0il Changing-With one exception

(seeparagraph 702)all the oil is carried in the
bottom of the crankcaae. The quantity re-

quired to fill each engine is indicated in the
Lubrication Data on the inside back cover
of this book. With an engine that is in daily
use, the oil level should be inspected before
starting each morning. A bayonet gauge is
located on the same side as the filleropening.
The oil supply shouldbe held at full leveland
a complete change should be made at least
every 50hours with a new engine, and after
the first two hundred hours of service the
oilshouldbe changedat least every 100hours
of operation. GAS ENGINES will require
more frequent changesbecausethe absenceof
dilution makes the oil growheavy and tends
to clogfilters and lines more quickly. This is
the maximum life that should be expected
from a single change of oil. Not all oils in
every type of enginewill give maximum serv
ice. It is therefore recommended that the oil
be carefully examinedafter the first draining
to determine whether the particular brand is
standing up in service. If it has broken down,
and has been badly thinned out or become
thick and sludgy. it is an indication that oil
changes should be more frequent, water jack
et temperatures are too low (See Paragraph
303). or a different oil used. It is especially

- important to watch thia in winter time.
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Type 2

Figure 4-Waukeaha Duo-Flo Waate Type Oil Filtere
A-Drain plug. B-Base casting..C-Bottom offiltercartridgeshell. D-Filter housing.E-Perforated

housing for waste filtering element. F-White cotton waste. G-Wire screen center wall of filter cartridge.
H-Return tube. J-Gasket. K-Nut; removethia-to disassembleandrenewfilterelement, L-Dirtyoil
eaten. M-Cleao oil to crankcase. Inverted type of Radial Flow filter has nut K on top of base casting.

103- Oil Filters - Usually, complete
maintenance instructions for oil filters are
furnished by the filter manufacturers and
appear in the form of a sticker on the side of
the filter itself. Always follow these manu
facturer's instructions. The material in this
book is intended as supplementary informa
tion. In general there are two types of oil
filters used: one-bolted to a machined pad on
the engine crankcase with porting in the
crankcase to match connections in the base
of the filter itself, Figure 4, Type 2: and the
other a separate mounted devicewith copper
tube connectionsbetween the main oil header
and the crankcase sump, Figure 4, Type 1.
The most commontype is knownas the shunt
or by-pass filter which receives a part of the
oil from the oil pump, cleansit, and returns it
to the crankcase in a continuous operation.
The other, found chieflyin the large EL, EK,
LS, LK, NK, and LRO six-cylinderengines,
is connectedinto the oilingsystem so that all
of the oil is passed through the filter first
before it is delivered to the engine bearings.
This is known as the series type. Both types
should be cleaned every thousand miles or
.eoery 50 hours 01operation under ordinary
conditions,and certainlywith every crankcase
oil change. /I the bayonet gauge shows
that the oil has become thick and very
dirty, it is a sure sign that the oil filtering
element needs servicing.

104-Waukesha Duo-Flo Waste Filter
-As shown in Figure 4, there are two types
of waste-packedfilters which are in common
use. The simplest and most easily serviced
is the one indicated as Type 1. It consists of
a base with drilledpassages,central tube and
a filter shell. Oil passes through the central
tube, is forcedthrough the white cotton waste
and returns to the oil line through the drilled
passages in the base casting. Servicing this
filter merely requires unscrewinga retaining
nut which permits the removal of the waste
filled can and replacement with a new can.
Another type, similar to this, used on some
of the smaller engines,has a filter can which
screwsdirectly into the base casting instead
of having a retaining nut. Both operate on
the same principle; both have throw-away
type of cartridge and cannot be re-used. The
filter shown as Type 2 is a more elaborate
designbut operateson the sameprinciple.For
servicing,first drain the excessoil and sludge
from the base element by removingthe drain
plug, A. Then remove the top nut, K, being
sure to keep the gask,!;tbetween it and the
shell in good condition. This permits the re
moval of the shell, D, which exposes the
waste-packedcartridge,E. In sometypes, this
cartridge has removable ends,so that the old
waste element can be taken out and replaced
with fresh white cotton machinists' waste.
Those which have welded ends should be

/
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thrown away and a new cartridge substituted.
Service parts for these filters are obtainable
at all automotive supply houses and are very
inexpensive. It is much cheaper to maintain
the filter and replace the waste-packed ele
ment than to re-fit bearings and re-bore cyl
inders. After the filter is serviced, be sure to
add enough fresh oil to the engine to make up
for the loss which has been drained from the
filter housing.Never use wool waste, it will
not remove the dirt.

lOS-Deluxe Filter-The Deluxe Filter
shown in Figure 5 may be found on models
.WAL, WAK, NK, EL, EK, LS, LK, and
LRO. It is a replaceable element type, com
plete instruction for its use being furnished
with the filter.

J

l06-Horizontal Filter-Models WAL
and WAK are frequently furnished with the
horizontal filter shown in Figure 5. This is a
cotton waste-packed type with complete
instructions for use accompanying the filter.

l07-Crane 'Continuous Refiner-This
is a separately mounted filter used with some
large engine installations. Complete instruc
tions accompany each filter.

lOB-Waukesha Super-Duty Filter
For many bigengineshaving a largeoil supply,
a Super-Duty filter has been designed, shown
in Figure 6, which operates on the waste
element principle but which has a very long
life between cleaning periods. This filter is a
shunt type having a large drum casing held

~
K J

A-Oil ReturnLine. B-Relief Valve. C-Cover
RetainingNut. D-Filter Cartridge. E-Oil Inlet
Line. F-Outer Shell. G-Drain Plug. H-Base
Casting. J-Oil Inlet. K-Oil Outlet. L-By-pa ••
Line.

A

A-T-Handled ScrewWhichHoldsFilterShellAssembliesto BodyCasting. B-Filter ShellIn
tegralWithHead. C-Perforated CageHoldsFilteringElement. D-White CottonMachinists'
Waste--WoolWasteMustNot BeUsed. E-Spring RingHoldsHeadofElementCage. F-Head
ofElementCage.G-Brass WingNut HoldsLoadedElementCageonSupportingTube. H-Relief
ValvePreventsCloggedFilter FromBursting. J-Connection FromMainOilHeaderin Engine
SupplyingOilto Be Filtered. K-Cleaned OilReturnsto Crankcase.L-Drain Plug;ThisMust
BeRemovedFirst in ServicingFilter.

Fiiure S-Delu"e (top) and Hori~ontal Type (bottom) OilFilter.
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to a central return tube by the nut, A. It is
mounted on a separate bracket attached to
the engine. For servicing, first, shut off the
oil flow to the filter by closing the needle
valve, D, then remove the drain plug, H,
from the casing to drain the surplus oil and
sludge. Next, remove the nut, A, which per
mits withdrawal of the cover and exposes a
secondnut, B, which holds the filter element
head plate, C.With the header plate removed,
the cotton waste packing can be withdrawn
and fresh, clean waste inserted. Be sure to
pack the new waste firmly and draw down
the retaining nut, B, when the cage is filled.

Fi6ure 6-Super.Duty Shunt Type OilFilter

A-Cover retainina:nut. B-Nut holdingfilter
elementheadplate. C-Filter elementheadplate.
D-Needlevalve.E-Lead in line. F-Return line.
G--8amplingcock. H-Drain plug.

DO NOT USE WOOL WASTE UNDER
ANY CIRCUMSTANCES. After re-assernb
ling the case, open the valve, D, and the
filter immediately goes into operation. The
frequency of servicing,of course, differswith
different engines in different duties. For this
reason, the sampling cock, G, on the side of
the case has been installed so that oil may be
drawn from the filter for observation. This
should be done daily and when the oil reo
moved shows signs of becoming black, the
filter element should be replaced.

I09-Grease Cup_The water pumps on
some engines do not require any grease be
cause special oil-less bearings are used. All
-other engines are provided with water pump
grease cups which require a turn a day while
the engine is in service. Use a light WATER
PUMP grease that i. insoluble in water at or

below 2100 F. ORDINARY CUP GREASE
WILL NOT DO. Too much grease as well as

" the wrong kind of grease will work into the
cooling system and coat the cylinders and
radiator. Impaired coolingwill result. Don't
allow dirt to get into the cups. (Seeinside
back coverfor additional water pump lubrica
tion information.)

11O-Cooling Fan-In industrial service
and continuous automotive service the lubri
cation of the cooling fan is often neglected.
This is very dangerous because in continuous
duty these bearings are under heavy load
and a failure of the lubrication will cause
more damage than just ruined fan bearings
--often a radiator will be destroyed through
neglect of this important lubricating point.
Every fan hub which.has an oiler fitting be.
tween the blades and belt pulley should reo
ceive periodical lubrication with a special
high-duty fan lubricant. Fans are supplied
with specific lubrication instructions in the
form of a Decalcomania transfer on the fan
blade so that regardless of type or size, there
is no question as to the proper lubricant.

III-Ignition, Starting and Lighting
As these units are not all alike, and are often
installed outside by the enginepurchaser, it
is advisable to follow the accessorymaker's
directionswhichaccompanythe electric units.
Electricunits having ballbearingsrequirelight
machine or gun oil and only a few drops of
this when used.

Il2-Winter Lubrication-As shown in
the Lubrication Recommendations on the in.
side covers of this book, there are three
temperature ranges, each one of which calls
for a different viscosity of 'crankcase oil. Oil
and grease thicken in cold weather and free
circulation to the vital parts of the engine is
retarded. In industrial engines that are in
'daily use during cold weather, it is a good
practice to add three to five per cent of light
lubricating oil to the gasoline. If a sudden
cold snap occurs while summer oil is in the
engine,circulation of the oil will start quicker
if a small amount of keroseneis added. Then,
at the end of the day's run, the crankcase
should be drained and winter oil put in.
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PART III
INSPECTION

MAKE IT AT REGULAR INTERVALS

200-Periodical Inspection-To insure perfect performance in the field, and cut down
repairs, nothing will pay bigger profits than a thorough cleaning and inspection at definite
periods. Unless it is done regularly it is likely to be done in a careless,haphazard way, and
indifferentresults will be obtained.

20/-Don't Put It OR-It does not pay
to correct troubles on operating time. Proper
periodical inspection will reveal needed at·
tention, and permit the adjustment or repair
before serious trouble results. It can be
done at a time when it will cause no delays,
and at a place where the facilities make it
simple and easy.

202-Daily Inspection-
a. Oil and Water-Check oil and water

level.
b. Water Pump and Fan-Check water

pump and fan lubrication.
c. Air Cleaners-See that both the breather

and carburetor air cleaners are not
clogged. In some services, this may need
attention several times daily.

203-Weekly Inspection-
a. Remove Dirt-Clean the engine thor

oughly on the outside, using keroseneand
a brush to remove all the accumulated
grease and dirt.

b. Test Compression in the Cylinders-
If the compressionis weak in any of the
cylinders it is the signal to inspect the
tappet clearance, and .possibly grind
valves!or replacesomeof the piston rings.

c. Inspect Spark Plugs-Clean the plugs
and seethat the insulators are not cracked.
Check the spark gaps, and set them to
the proper opening. (Seeparagraph 518.)
When replacing· them see that all the
spark plug gaskets are tight.

d•.Check Water Leaks--Be sure that the
cylinder head is tight and showsno signs
of leaks. Where there are hose connec
tions, tighten the clamps of any that
leak. Check the water manifold flange
on the cylinders and heads for leakage.
Examine both water pump glands while
the engine is running and adjust them if
they are leaking.

e. Tighten Any Loose Bolts or Nuts
Cylinder head stud nuts, water pump
clamp bolts, front gear cover bolts, and
underpan nuts are the most important.
Oil leakage will invariably indicate loose
joints. Check the engine hold-down
bolts and see that they are tight.

204-Monthly Inspection-
a. Listen for Unusual Noises-Knocks

usually indicate loose bearings, worn
parts or parts out of adjustment.

b. Check Valve Tappet' Clearance.-See
Tabulated Data for proper clearance.

c. Check Wire Insulation and Con~
nectors-See that all wire terminals are
tight on the wires and binding posts.
Clean all-oil or dirt from them. If any
wiresare chafed, replace them before they
cause trouble.

d. Inspect Distributor or Magneto
Breaker Points--The points should be
cleanedand the gapproperlyadjusted. The
spark timing must be checked after
cleaning the breaker points. The proper
method of timing is given in paragraphs
500-514.

e. Tighten Fan Belt-It is very important
to see that the fan belt is kept properly
adjusted, otherwise the engine is likely
to overheat, especially in warm weather.
If alcohol is being used as an anti-freeze,
do not remove the fan belt at any time.
If no anti-freeze is used, it may be ad
visable to run in extremeweather without
a fan belt unless it also drives the water
pump or other units.

f. Drain Crankcase, Clean OilFilter and
Oil Pump Screen-When the oil is
drained, the oil filter should be flushed
and the oil pump screen should be re
moved and cleaned. Be sure to check the
oil pressure after the new oil is warm.

g. Determining Overhaul Time-During
the monthly inspection make all tests as
outlined in paragraph 203 and decide
whether to regrind the valves, take up
the bearings,or make other major repairs.

h. Annual Overhaul-The Waukesha
Motor Company operates a special shop
where by factory standards and methods,
customers' engines can be re-built and
made new. Operators of contractors
equipment find it good economy to' use
this service annually. A flat rate system
insuresto ownersthe greatest satisfaction,
It is not expensive] . .. ...
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PART IV
COOLING SYSTEM

300-General Description-There are two methods of cooling Waukesha Engines
thermo-syphon circulation used on the smaller size four-cylinder engines and pump circu
lation used on all others.

301- Thermo-syphon System-Thermo
syphon cooling depends on the difference in
temperatures between the water in the
engine and in the radiator. The hot water
rises to the top; passes over to the radiator
where, as it cools, it falls to the bottom
because of its greater weight, and passes
back to the engine.

302-Pump System-In all large sizes
the pump coolingsystem is employed. Water
from the radiator is led to the pump which
forces it under pressure through the water
jackets of the engine, and back to the
radiator for cooling. With a positive pressure
behind it, thorough cooling is assured for
even the largest engines,and space is saved.
There are two types of water pump used in

WaukeshaEngines.Oneismounted onthe side
of the engineand driven by a couplingthrough
the timing gears. Figure 7 illustrates this
pump, as well as showing typical water
drain locations. The other type is a combina
tion fan and water pump which is mounted
on the front of the cylinder block. It is de
scribed and illustrated on page 31 (Figure 29).

303 - Water Temperatures - Except
when the enginehas just been started, cooling
water should enter at a temperature of not
less than 1500 F. and should leave the top of
the engine at 1700 to 1900 F. (With engines
operating at 60% or less load, use the upper
limit.) These temperatures should be main
tained the year round.

304-Radiators-Radiators used for cool
ing will be large enough to meet all normal
loads, if frequent addition of water is
not reauired, The addition of a small
amount daily is a fair indication that the
engine is operating at an efficient tempera
ture. An engine that is cooledtoo much is as
much to be avoided as one that is under
cooled.
In many cases, where the engine operates

much of the time on part load at reduced
speeds, or is idled for long periods of time, it
is necessary to coverpart or all of the radiator
to make sure that proper operating tempera
tures are maintained. Over-cooling causes
- condensation and crankcase dilution, which
usually results in excessive wear.

30S-By-Pass Thermostat-Many Wau
kesha six-cylindertruck engines are equipped
with the by-pass thermostat shown in.Figure
8 which operates as follows: .

When the engine is cold, the entire volume
of the water pump is by-passed as indicated
by the solid arrows in Figure 8. This provides
a re-circulation throughout the engine so that

Fi,ure 7-Shalt
Driven Water Pump
A-Drain cockatbot-

, tom of cylinder water
jacket; (there may be
one on each cylinder
block).B-Grease cup.
C-Pump packingnut.
D-Drain at base of
water pump inlet
this may be a pipe
plug in Borne engines.
E--Pump packingnut.
F-Grease cup. (Note:
Pumps without grease
cupsarefittedwithoil-
1.... bearing•.)

warm water surrounds the entire length of the
cylinder walls almost immediately. As the
water becomeshot, the bellowsin the thermo
stat expand to raise the valve from its seat
and permit part of the water to flow to the
radiator, as shown by the dotted arrows.
When normal operating temperature is
reached, the full volume is directed to the
radiator. At least once a year, inspect the
thermostatand replace if necessary.
Wheneverthe thermostat is removedfor any

cause, the by-pass line must be blocked to in
sure full flowthrough the radiator ..

COLD WEATHER SUGGESTIONS
306-Cover the Radiator-For efficient

winter operation and to avoid excessive
wear, covering part or all of the radiator is
imperative. Temperatures given in Para
graph 303 should be maintained winter and
summer. In extreme sub-zero weather, it
may be necessary to keep the oil pan cov
ered with heat insulation of some kind to
secure the best running .conditions. To
avoid cooling system freeze-ups, a solution
of denatured alcohol and water or ethylene
glycol is recommended, because it is non
corrosive and will not damage the radiator,
pump, or other parts. The following table
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lives freezing temperatures of alcohol and
water anti-freeze.

Pure De· Ethy· Rad;·
Methyl natured lene ator Freezes at
Wood Wood Glycol Glycer- Degrees
Alcohol Alcohol (UPres- ine F. C.

tone") (G.P.A.)
13% 17% 16% 37% +20 -7
20% 26% 25% 55% +10 -12
27% 34% 33% 70% 0 -18
32% 40% 39% 81% -10 -23
37% 46% 44% 92% -20 -29
40% 53% 48% 100% -30 -35

To prevent rust with straight alcohol and
water solutions, add two ounces of soluble
oil for every gallonof solution in the system

307-Alcohol EVaporation-Add a small
amount of alcohol from time to time to take
care of evaporation. A hydrometer should be
used daily during cold weather to keep the
solution up to proper strength.

Figure 8-Thermo.tat By-Pa•• Ueedon
Silt-CylinderTruck Engine.

308-Winter Lay-Up-When an engineis
to be laid up during the winter, considerable
damage may be done unless the following
suggestions are carried out. First, drain all
water and fuel from the engine. Second,
through the spark-plug or petcock openings
pour at least one ounce of heavy cylinder oil.
Third, remove the ignition device, and store
it in a warm, dry place. Fourth, cover all
finished parts with a rust preventing corn
pound, slushing grease or transmission oil.
Fifth, cover all openings-exhaust pipe, car
buretor intake, breather, and similar ports
into the engine--with waterproof fabric or
gasket material to keep out moisture and
foreignobjects and prevent internal damage.
When restoring the engine to service, it is

advisable to replace all water hose connec
tions and pump packings.

INADEQUATE COOLING
309-0verheating-When an engineover

heats it is due to either one of two conditions;
inadequate cooling capacity for the peculiar
conditions under which it is operated, or
someinternal change in the engine or cooling
system itself. The first trouble, unless it is
due to clogged or restricted air passages, is
usually beyond the control of the operator,
the second, directly in his hands.

310-Check Oil and Water 'First-This
is a universal rule for safety.

311-Lack of Circulation-If the system
isfullofwater, the agitation observedthrough
the radiator filler opening will indicate the
amount and character of the circulation. If
there' is no agitation, it indicates either
complete stoppage of the system some
where, or that the water pump is not work
ing. If light weight hose is used it is possible
for the lower hose, connecting the radiator
and water pump, to collapse due to pump
suction, and thus shut off water circulation.
New hose or a brass spring slipped inside
the hose will correct this trouble. After an
engine has been in service for a long time it
is possible for the inner lining of the hose
connections to come loose, and shut off or
restrict the flow of cooling water. Lack of
circulation may also be caused by obstruc
tions in the radiator due to deposits from
the water used, or to oat meal, bran or similar
material used to remedy a water leak. An
obstructed radiator is usually indicated by
the tendency of the water to run out the
overflowpipe whenever the system is filled
with water, and the engine is running at
governed top speed.

312-Leak Stoppers Cause Overheat
ing-Don't use oat meal, bran, or similar
remediesto stop a leak. Such substances are
likely to get into the water pump or its con
nections, and obstruct them. This will cause
seriousoverheating.

313-Alkali Water Common Cause
When a Waukesha Engine is used in a coun
try where there is much alkali or lime in the
water it should be cooled with rain or dis
tilled water if possible. Otherwise the; cyl
inders will soon lime up, and when this scale
becomes thick enough, the cylinders' will
overheat and crack. When alkali water must
be used, it is advisable to use a softening
treatment such as "Scalina" made by the
Rathbun Company of EI Paso, Texas, or
"Quick Solvent" made by Quick Products of
San Antonio, Texas. If this is not practical,
fill the system once a season, and then neve..
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change the water, and add only what is
necessaryto keep the systemfull. In this way,
the minimumquantity of alkali is added, and
scaling is reduced to a minimum.

314-Fan Belt Slipping-A belt stretches
as it is used, and unless it is adjusted to take
up the slack, it will not drive the fan fast
enough to properly cool the engine. Con
venient means are provided to adjust the
belt tension, so there should be no excuse
for running with a slack belt. "V" belts
should not run as taut as flat belts. (See
paragraph 705.)

315- Carburetor Choke - The choke
should never be left closedor partially closed
when an engine is running. The closing of
the choke increases the richness of the mix
ture.. Rich mixtures always heat up the
engine, waste fuel and burn the exhaust
valves. Always see that the choke valve
is wicl,eopen when the engine is running.
If the carburetor is improperly adjusted, it
will -cause heating like a partially closed
choke valve.

3I6-Leaky Valve_Leaky valves, es
pecially the exhaust valves, will' cause an
engine to overheat. They become very
hot due to the gas leaking past them, and
then cause pre-ignition which further ag
gravates the trouble.

3I7-Leaky Piston Rings-Piston rings
which leak, permit the hot gases of the ex
plosion to blow by, and heat up the pistons.
This carries or burns the lubricant from the
cylinder and piston walls. Heating the
piston causes it to expand, thus reducing the
clearance between it and the cylinder wall.
This increases the piston friction, and with
reduced lubrication, it not only causes over
heating. but seriously damages the cylinders
and pistons.

3IB-/mproper Spark Timing-Do not
run with a retarded spark. On the other
hand the engine should not be run with too
much spark advance, The Tabulated Data
gives the greatest permissible spark ad
vance for each engine using gas or ,gasoline.
Excessive advance may not be indicated by
"detonation" or "ping" as with a conven
tional engine, but pre-ignition will still take
place, and overheatingwill follow.The bear
ings will also be unduly punished by the
,everitl 91the explosion:

MAINTAINING THE
COOLING SYSTEM

3I9-Draining the Cooling System
Drain cocks are fitted to all Waukesha En
gines and Power Units, and are located at
the lowest points of the cooling system. If
no anti-freezesolution is used in coldweather,
the entire system must be drained every
time the engine is stopped for a prolonged
period. Make sure that none of the drain
cocks are overlooked. On all engines there
is a drain on the bottom of the water pump;
there should be one at the bottom of the
radiator; and there may be one on each
cylinder block at the low water line if the
cooling water enters the cylinder block
above the bottom of the water 'jacket,

320-Cleaning the Cooling System-At
least oncea year the coolingsystem shouldbe
given a treatment with washingsoda solution
to remove the sludge and sediment that
accumulates. The easiest way is to drain the
system, measure the amount of water with
drawn, and put back half of that quantity of
fresh water. Then bring to a boil the same
amount of water, and add all the common
washingsoda that it will dissolve.While it is
still hot, add it to the coolingsystem to com
pletely fill it. Run the engine as usual for 24
hours, then drain, flush thoroughly, and re
fill with clean water.

321-Packing the Pump-Water pumps
that are equipped with stuffing boxes will
require occasional re-packing to prevent
leaks. Any good steam piston rod packing
in string form, like Palmetto, will be satis
factory. Remove all the old packing, clean
the shaft and gland box and wind in as
much-as the box will hold. Bring down the
packing nuts enough to stop any leaks but
not so tight as to act as a brake on the pump
shaft. (SeeFigure 7.)

322 - Pump Lubrication - When the
pump is down for inspection or repairs, be
sure to inspect the bearings and replace if
necessary. In any event, clean them.and see
that the oil passages are free to make sure
that lubricant is reaching them. If oil seats
are used, be sure they are in good condition.
Stoppage of the oil passages in the pump
housing is the most frequent cause of lubri
clUltfailing to reach ~hebearinl!;~,
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PART'V
CARBURETION SYSTEM

400-Fuel Burning-Waukesha Engines are designed to run on several different kinds
of fuel, depending chiefly upon the class of service in which they may be used. But no matter
what the fuel itself may be, its economical and satisfactory use depends upon its being
properly prepared before it enters the combustion chamber. This preparation in
variably includes the mixing with a definite proportion of air and may include the addi
tion of heat in a greater or less degree. The mixing and proportioning of the air and fuel
is called carburetion and the device which does this is a carburetor.

40I-Heavy Fuels-Liquid fuels such as
kerosene are too heavy and not volatile
enough to properly vaporize without special
carbureting and manifolding equipment .: For
this reason they should only be used in those
engines specially built to handle these fuels.
Usually a special kerosene carburetor will 'be
attached, and a special intake manifold with
a high capacity hot spot will be used. En
gines designed for heavy fuels will not be so
economical on gasoline, nor will a gasoline
engine be so efficient if run on kerosene.
Stick to the fuel for which the engine
was designed to get the greatest satislac
tion. (See paragraph 707.)

402-Natural or Artificial Gas-Many
engines are used where natural or artificial
gas is the most economical fuel, and wherever
this is possible, the Stromberg or Ensign Gas
-Carburetor and Fuel Regulator give excellent
results. The Waukesha Operator's Card, No.
1016, gives important instructions for piping
and cleaning the gas, while rules for adjust-

Fi,ure 9-En.ign Ga. Carburetor and
Fuel Re6ulator

A-Idle fueladjustment. B-Upper or pilotdia
phrallm. C-Pilot valve. D--Sectionpassagefrom
engine, E-Main fuel supply valve. F-Main
diaphragm. G-Restricted passage. H-Air choke
forstarting. I-Gas shutter. J-Air intake. K-Gas
paualle. L-Air orificein choke. M-Gas orifice
uaedin choking. N-Adjustment for gas passage.
O-Main fuel adjustment. P-Choke lever. R
Nozzleinatmosphereby-passto regulatordiaphrallm.
8-Atmoaphereby·pa.. to regulatordiaphrallm.

ment and attachment of the carburetor itself
will be found on a separate sheet published
by the makers. It is important that a scrubber
tank be installed in the fuel supply line when
ever natural gas is used for fuel as this pre
vents dirt, crude oil, or any other foreign
matter from getting into the carburetor.
Special cylinder heads, intake manifolds
and carburetors are supplied whenever the
engine is non-portable, and will only use gas
for fuel. Otherwise a standard gasoline engine
with a combination gas and gasoline carbur
etor is most common. Engines equipped for
natural or artificial gas only, carry a name
plate attached to each cylinder head to
identify thein. If an engine that has operated
satisfactorily on gas, produces an intense
spark knock when running under load with
gasoline, it is an indication that special gas
cylinder heads have been used. Write to the
Company for advice if gasoline operation is
to be permanent. (See paragraph 707.)

403-Fuel Pumps-To deliver liquid fuel
to the carburetor, many engines are equipped
with a fuel pump. There are two general
types used on Waukesha Engines; the
reciprocating type, shown in Figure 10, and
the rotary type used for the largest engines
where greater capacity is needed. In the
case of the reciprocating type, the only at
tention required is to remove and clean the
glass trap, UK." Do not dismantle either
type, but in case of failure, remove the entire
unit and have it adjusted or replaced at the
maker's local service department.

404-The Carburetor=Do Not Monkey
with the Carburetor-As stated above the
carburetor's duty is to measure out fuel and
air in definite proportions.. and prepare it for
burning in the cylinder. If too much air is
admitted the mixture burns so slowly that
it continues burning through the exhaust
stroke, and ignites the next incoming charge
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whichpops back through the carburetor. If
too little air is used it cannot produce com
plete combustion, and part of the fuel is
wasted. It is thus necessary to have these
pYoportions accurate within very close
limits, and if an engine runs well, don't
disturb the carburetor adjustments.

40S-Setting the Carburetor-BeFore
starting any adjustments; be sure they are
required. Check the fuel supply, the fuel
line, the fuel strainers, and make sure that
the flowhas not been obstructed. Drain the
carburetor by opening the petcock or plugged
hole in the float chamber to be sure no water
has collected there. If fuel does not flow
freely from this opening, the pipe line is
clogged. If the carburetor continuously
drips, the float or float valve may be leaking
or improperly set for a too high level. Read
the carburetor maker's manual thoroughly,
and follow his instructions for details of ad
justment and setting. If no manual is at
hand, the general principles of adjusting all
carburetors here outlined will give fair to
good results.

CARBURETOR ADJUSTING.
406-Low Speed Adjustment-In mak-

ing carburetor adjustments the usual object
is to secure the best pulling power possible.
This does not necessarily mean the highest
or lowest speed or best economy of the en
gine. When adjusting the carburetor, first
set the spark in the position found most
favorable for pulling, and leave it there
while making all adjustments. The idling
adjustment should be made first,. with the
gas control nearly closed. If the engine

loads up or seems logy, it is an indication
that the mixture is too rich. If the engine
slows down and pops in the carburetor, the
mixture is too lean. Adjustment should be
made accordingly-by the low speed ad
justment only.

40?-High Speed Adjustment-In mak
ing the high speed adjustment, do not change
the spark control, but set the gas throttle
about one-fourth open, .that is, .one-fourth
away from the closed position. The high
speed adjustment should then be turned
either right or left, depending on which way
it gives the desired effect, until the engine
runs smoothly. If possiblemake this adjust
ment with the engine under load, so that
if a governor is used, it will not be afFect
ing the adjustment. When the desired
results are thus obtained, retard the throttle
control, and allow the engine to idle for at
least one minute. When this is done, quickly
open the throttle about one-third and then
quickly close it. If the mixture is too lean,
it will pop back through the carburetor,
indicating that the high speed fuel feed
adjustment must be opened slightly, Or if
an air adjustment is used, the air flow
slightly decreased. If the mixture is too
rich, a popping noise will come from the
muffleror exhaust outlet, and the high speed
fuel feed adjustment should be closedslightly
or the air adjustment opened to the desired
position. A little experience and careful
attention will make possible all carburetor
adjustments which may be necessary, but
if the engine is working well, don't experi-.
ment. The best pulling power will be ob
tained with a mixture slightly richer than
the leanest mixture that will give smooth
running.

IN

Figure 100-
Operation Diafram

01 Typica
Reciprocating
Fuel Pump

The eccentric,H. on
revelving shaft, G,
moves the lever, lD,
back and forth. and
pull. diaphragmplung

. er, F, up and do
against the spring, C. This draws
fuel by vacuuminto the upper cham.
ber, M, through the check valve, N,
from the supply line connectedat J.
When the diaphragm,A, moves up
the fuel is forcedthrough the valve'
0, and opening,P, to the carburetor:
Whenthe carburetorfloat chamberis
full and the float holds the needle

valve closed. the back pressure on the diaphragm holds it
down,the motion of the lever,·D,i. absorbedby the joint
R instead ,of the diap\!rallmplunger,F. .'
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PART VI
THE IGNITION SYSTEM

SOO-Firing Order-The standard firing order for all Waukesha Engines is:
All Four Cylinder EnginesEXCEPT ModelsFCS, FS, FL, FC, FK: 1-2-4-3
Four Cylinder Engines,ModelsFCS, FS, FL, FC, FK: 1-3-4-2.
AllSixCylinder Engines, no exceptions:1-5-3-6-2-4.

SOl-General Principles-There are two
types of ignition in general use-the mag
neto system and the battery system-that
can be applied to Waukesha Engines. The
magneto is self-energizing, and produces a
spark by current which is generated within
it. It requires no outside source of electric
energy. The battery system, on the other
hand, is not self-sufficient but requires a
distributor device, a coil, and a charged
storage battery, all suitably connected, and
some device to keep the battery charged.

S02-Spark Plugs-To complete the igni
tion system, whichever may be used, spark
plugs are required, at least one to each
cylinder, which must be connected to the
ignition device by specially insulated high
tension wires. .

503-Timing of Ignition-It is im
possibleto specify definitely the exact timing
to get the best results with all fuels and under
all conditions of operation. It is important.
however,to notice that there is a very definite
limit which differs in the same engine with
different fuels. Before attempting to do any
timing, be sure to refer to the tabulated data
and pick the correct top limit for the spark
advance and for the fuel to be used. Do not

be afraid to retard the spark if the advance
specified produces a heavy spark knock.
Likewise,the spark may be advanced slightly
if the engine runs quietly as to detonation.
Generally speaking, the more advanced. the
spark is, the best the fuel economy and'
power unless detonation is severe.

504-Timing A Magneto-The magneto
may be held in place on its bracket by four
cap screws screwed into the bottom of the
magneto or by a strap, and connected to
the drive shaft through an adjustable coup
ling,so that it is easily disconnectedor timed
when necessary. If the engine crankshaft
has been turned while the magneto was off
or the wires were not marked before re
moval, proceed in the followingway to re
time the magneto after it has been replaced
on its bracket. See that the screws holding
the adjustable part of the coupling are re
leased, and that the magneto is thus posi
tively disconnected from the drive shaft at
the coupling N, Figure 1l. Then refer to
the marks on the "flywheelwhich may be
observed through the openingP, where there
is a pointer to which the marks on the wheel
should be brought. The flywheel is marked
to showthe top dead center for No.1 cylinder
(DC-I). Do not confuse this with the other
marks and their meanings as IN-O, intake
opens; IN-C, intake closes; EX-O, exhaust
opens; EX-C, exhaust closes.

50S-Timing with Cylinder Head 0"
If it is impossible to see the marks on the

flywheel or they are illegible and
the .front cylinder head is off, it will
be easy to bring the No. I piston
to top dead center. Be sure that
both valves are closed: This. indi
cates the firingstroke, whereasif the
exhaust valve were closing and the
intake just starting to open it would
indicate the beginningof the suction
stroke, although the piston might
beinthe sameposition.Then proceed
accordingto paragraph 507.

506-Timing by Compression
Pressure-If the cylinderhead is in
place, removeNo. I spark plug, put
the thumb over the opening and
have the engine cranked slowly by
hand. Whenthe compressionreaches
a maximum, No. I piston is on top
dead center ready to fire.

Figure 11-Magr:aeto Ignition and Wirin,g Scheme
A-B-C-D-E-F-Wires from inagneto to spark plugs.

G-Magneto distributor block. L-Flexible coupling be
tween drive shaft and water pu~p. M-Mag~eto brea~er arm
for advancing spark. N-AdJustable couphng and Impulse
starter on magneto. Coupling provides m7ans for adjust!ng
ignition timing. P-Cover over flywheel tnspection opening
through which the timing marks on the flywheel may be ob
served when timing ignition or valves. R-Cover over mai
oeto circuit breaker. S-Flywheel.
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Figure12-Battery Ignition and WiringScheme
A-B-C-D-E-F arewiresfromdistributorto sparkplugs.

H-High tension wire which carries current to distributor
50S-Locating Distributor head from outside coil. M-Distributor arm for advan-

Arm - Now remove the magneto cingor retardingignition.W-Wiring manifold.1-2-3-4-5-
distributor block, G, and note the 6-Spark plug•.
position of the distributor arm. It should be tributor arm is opposite,the wire from the
in a position that will send current through spark plug of No.1 cylinder. The battery
the wirewhich goes to No. 1 cylinder spark distributor is shown in a typical mounting in
plug when the block, G, is in place. If it Figure 12. On the housingis a set screwwhich
doesnot, rotate the magneto impulsecoupling, holds the distributor in place. Loosen this
see paragraph 507,until it is in that position. so that the unit can be lifted high enough

to disengage the driving gears. Turn the
distributor arm so-that it will be under No. I
wire, and then replace the unit, being careful
not to disturb the setting as the driving
gears are engaged again.
S14-Setting Breaker Poin'ts-Now ad

just the breaker cam. This can be released
from the vertical drive shaft in some way,
depending' upon the particular ignition sys
tem (see the electric equipment maker's
instruction' book), the cam turned until the
breaker points are just opening with the
advance lever, M, in full retard position.
Lock the cam in this position. In Figure 12,
the arrangement of the spark plug leads on
top of the distributor head is indicated
diagrammatically in a circle. In the center,
His the high tension wire from the coil. The
spark plug wire terminals are ·A-B-C-D-E
and F. They should be connected as desig
nated in paragraphs 511 or 512; for six or
four-cylinder engines respectively.

, S07-Ready to Set Magneto
With the piston of No. 1 cylinder
set on top and firing center, it is
ready for timing the magneto. The
magneto breaker box is shown at R,
Fig, 11, with the advance arm
-attached to it, M. The magneto is
fully retarded when the arm is
pulled as far as it will go in the
direction of rotation when the en
gineis running. With the cap screws
which clamp the adjustable mag
neto coupling loose, the coupling,
N, Figure 11, may be rotated by
hand until the distributor arm and
the circuit breaker are in their firing
position. To avoid a false timing,
when an impulse coupling is used,
turn the magneto until the impulse
coupling snaps, then turn it back
to locate the firing point.

509-Final Setting- Remove the cover
from the breaker box, R, and rotate the
magneto shaft just enoughto start the breaker
points opening. This is the firing point. Be
sure that the arm, M, Figure 11, is in full
retarded position.

510 - Reclamp Magneto Adjustable
Coupling-With these adjustments com
pleted, secure the coupling flanges of the
adjustable coupling.

511 - Spark Plug Cables .z: The wires
may nowbe attached. When taking the wires
offan engine it is alwaysmost satisfactory to
removethem as a unit with the wiremanifold,
W. For convenience the wires in the order
they are attached to the distributor block are
designated as A, B, C, D, E, F. The spark
plugs are designated according to 'their
cylinder, numbering from the front: I, 2, 3,
4, 5 and 6. Note, however, that the wires are
crossed so that the firing order 1-5-3-6-2-4
may be obtained, so the wiring if properly
applied will be A-I, B-5, C-3, D·6, E-2 and
F-4.

S12-The order of attaching the spark
plug cables in the case of a four-cylinder
enginewould be A-I, B-2, C-4, D-3 to give
the firing order, I, 2, 4, 3; or A-I, B-3, C-4,
D-2 for a 1, 3, 4, 2 firingorder.

Sl3-Timing a Bcittery System-Pro
ceed as in paragraphs 504-506. Remove the
distributor cap, and note whether the dis-

MAINTAINING THE IGNITION
SIS-Spark Plugs-Fouled or defective

spark plugs are the most common cause of
missing. Fouled spark plugs may be cleaned
either by scraping or brushing them with
gasoline. If badly carbonized they can be
cleaned by burning the carbon off with a
blow torch or over a gas burner. Do not
use emery or sandpaper to clean the porce
lains as it removes the glaze and ruins the
plug.
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SI6 - Spark Plugs Defective - With
porcelain plugs, broken or cracked porcelains
may cause "missing." Mica plugs in which·
the core is saturated with oil will do like
wise. In either case, it is advisable to install
a complete new plug.

SIT-Varying Spark Plug Gap-Some
spark plug gaps will not stay' adjusted prop
erly under full load temperatures and, as a
result, missingwill occur under full load after
the engine becomes well heated. If they are
too wide the engine will miss at low speeds.
If too close, they may cause a miss at high
speeds. For that reason, it is advisable to use
plugs like those originally supplied when the
engine was new.

SI8-Proper Gap Important-Improper
ly adjusted gaps, caused by carelesshandling
when cleaning, are responsible for much
trouble. It is very important that the spark
plug points be set about 7)2 inch apart, .025-
.030 inch with a feeler gauge.

SI9-Wiring Troubles-If the plugs are
found to be in good condition, inspect all the
wiring, and be sure that all terminals are
clean and making goodcontact, as the current
will not carry through looseOrcorroded wires
or terminals. Be sure that no wires have been
rubbing against some metallic part of the
unit so that the insulation is worn off at some
point, causing a "short circuit." Oil saturated
and dirty wires may also cause missing.

S20-lgnition. Source--Another common.
cause of missing with both battery and
magneto systems of ignition is sticking of the
circuit "breaker points." If they are im
properly adjusted or the condenser is de
fective, they are likely to pit or burn, and
then to stick. Cleaning them with sand
paper or a fine file (never use emery cloth),
will often remedy.the trouble. If it is a bad
condenser, however, cleaning the points will
not correct the trouble, and either a new
condenser must be installed or the ignition
unit must be repaired by a specialist.
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PART VII
MECHANICAL ADJUSTMENTS

600-General Mainte'nance"':_Besides the three important maintenance duties,
Oiling, Cooling and Fueling, there are a number of simple mechanical adjustments the
average operator should understand, and make as occasions arise to avoid serious delays.
Many times it is desirable merely to recognize the need of them, and have the work done
by an experiencedmechanic, but even then some rules of procedure will seve time and ex
pense. This part of the book, therefore, treats of adjustments to:

Valves and Valve Timing. Governors.
Bearings. Accessories.

THE VALVE MECHANISM
601-Testing Valves-To secure the best

power and economy, and to avoid missing
and overheating, the valves should always
seat fully, and hold a charge so that the
hand crank will bounce back or "rock" as
the engine is turned over. If the engine
fails to offer added resistance to the crank
on the compression stroke, the leakage can
generallybe heard as a hiss. If it comesmost
distinctly through the carburetor, the intake
valve is leaking: through the exhaust, the
exhaust valve is leaking or if most distinctly
through the breather, the leak is past the
piston and rings. Leaks at the spark plugs
and petcocks can be seen while the engine is
running. If any of the valves leak, they
should all be inspected and reground.

G02-Removing Valves-It is always
necessary to remove the cylinder head to
take the valves out, and if care is used,
injury to the cylinder head gasket will be
avoided and a new one will not be re
quired. The head can generally be loosened
by cranking the engine after the hold-down
nuts have been removed.
603-Valve Tappets-By examination of

the individual engine the workman can de
termine whether it is easier to remove the
tappets or merely screw down the adjusting
screw to give clearance for valve grinding.
Either way will afford suitable working
conditions.
604-Valve Spring Retainers-The end

of each valve stem is fitted with a shallow
steel cup that surrounds the end of the
valve spring, and is held to the stem either
by a small horse shoe lock, a pair of wedge
blocks or a thread and locking pin. _ The
locking device must be removed before the
valve can be withdrawn, and it is advisable
to stuff rags beneath the valve stems to
prevent these small pieces from falling into
the engine or dropping out and becoming
lost. To release the lock from the recess in
the spring retainer, it is only necessary to
pry the retainer up against the spring pres
sure far enough to push the horse shoe to
one side, or let the wedge blocks fall away
from the valve stem; with the screw type
retainer withdraw the pin from the valve
stem, and unscrew the retainer nut.

FigureIJ-Standard Type. 01Valv. Retainer.
and Locks

P-Spring retainer lock. S-Valve spring. V
Lower end of valve stem. W-Spring retainer cup

60S-Examine Valve Seat-Upon re
moving each valve, clean it thoroughly, and
remove all carbon and burned oil. Carefully
inspect the valve and valve seat for deep
pits or shoulders that must be machined off
before grinding begins.

606-Grinding Equipment__:To facili
tate the grinding a light spring should be
slipped on the valve stem which will serve
to lift the valve off the seat when changing
its grinding position. Any good commercial
grinding compound may be used provided it
is not too coarse.

607-Grinding the Valves-Apply the
grinding compound sparingly around the en
tire valve seat, slip the light lifting spring
over the stem, lubricate the stem, and drop
the valve into its original place in the cyl
inder block. The spring should just barely
hold the valve off its seat. Exhaust valves
can be identified from the intake valves by
the number of 'grinding tool recesses in the
top face. Exhaust valves have four recesses
while intake valves have but two.

608- Oscillating Motion --,-Place the
grinding tool in the two holes in the head of
the valve to be ground. Press down until the
valve is seated. Turn the valve a quarter
turn, first in one direction. then in the other.
Do this three or four times. Release the
pressure on the valve, and the little spring
will lift it off its seat. Now turn the valve
about 10 or 15 degrees to another position.
and repeat the grinding. Do this until all
the compound is rubbed off the valve seat.
Withdraw the valve. and put on some fresh
compound. Repeat the grinding operation,
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609--:Don't Over-Do the Grinding
Clean the valve and its seat occasionally to
see how the grinding is progressing. When
all pits and grooves have disappeared, place
eight or ten equally spaced marks with a
soft lead pencil on the cleaned face of the
valve seat. Then drop the valve in place,
give it a quarter turn, and remove it. A
perfect seat will be indicated if every pencil
mark shows where the valve has rubbed it.
If any pencil marks are left untouched,
continue the grinding. When the grinding
is completed, oil the valve stem, clean all
traces of the grinding compound from
the valve chamber and cylinder walls in the
combustion chamber, and re-assemble each
valve in its proper por-t.
610-Don't Forget Tappet Clearance

Refer to the loose insert of Adjustment Data
for the proper valve tappet clearance. This
must be right to avoid valve burning.
611-Never attempt to adjust the tap

pets without first releasing the lock nut.
612-Do not use heavy wrenches on

the valve tappet adjusting nuts as they
are apt to break the tappet.

VALVE TIMING
613-How to Check the Valve Timing

Although the flywheel is marked to indicate
the valve timing for No.1 cylinder, and the
gears marked to insure that the camshaft is
in correct relation to the crankshaft, it may
be necessary on some occasion to check the

valve timing. The first step in this operation
is to see that the valve tappet clearances are
adjusted to the dimensions given in line 16
of the Adjustment Data. Then use the marks
on the flywheel referring to the valve setting
for No.1 cylinder which is the one farthest
from the flywheel. When the pointer over the
flywheel is lined up with the flywheel mark
"IN-O", the intake valve should be just
starting to open and a very thin feeler
placed between the tappet and the valve stem
should be pinched. If the feeler is not pinched
'It is probably because the engine is on the
power stroke, and it must be turned one com
plete revolution to the point where the intake
stroke begins. Since all the cams are forged
integrally in one piece with the shaft, if one
valve is checked all the rest will be properly
timed when the tappet clearancesare properly
adjusted. AFTER TIMING, RESET THE
TAPPETS FOR RUNNING CLEARANCE.
614-Use of Timing Table-The timing

table given below is for use when an engine
has been entirely dismantled, and either the
timing gear marking or the flywheel marks
have been obliterated. Under these condi
tions, first determine, from the nameplate on
the engine, the model and type, and select
the corresponding data, ignoring the others.
For example, if the engine is a model 6-BK,
the timing data which applies is given in the
line opposite that model in the table and the
camshaft should be set to open the intake
valve of No. 1 cylinder five degrees. on the
flywheel, after top dead center.

VALVE TIMING DATA FOR WAUKESHA GAS OR GASOLINE ENGINES

Intake Valve Exhaust Valve
Engine
Model Opens Closes Opens Closes

Is0-U .. ................... -... 20'_BTDC 60' ABDC 60' BBDC 20' ATDC

Four Cylinder
ICK ........................... 5' ATDC 45' ABDC 45' BBDC 10' ATDC
FCS.FS.FL.FC .. 5' ATDC 40' ABDC 45' BBDC 5' ATDC
XAH.XAK .......... 10' ATDC 50' ABDC 40' BBDC 15' ATDC
4-55.. ........... S' ATDC 35' ABDC 40' BBDC 15' ATDC
130-GS. 130-GL............ 10' ATDC 40' ABDC 45' BBDC 5' ATDC
VIS. VIM. VIL. VIK .. ......... 10' ATDC 35' ABDC 40' BBDC , 10' ATDC
VRZ... ................ . ....... TDC 40' ABDC 40' BBDC 1Q' A':(DC
CHS. CHK ... 10' ATDC 35' ABDC 40' BBDC 10' ATDC
HS.HL .... .....-. 15' ATDC 35' ABDC 40' BBDC 15' ATDC
4-115............................. 10' ATDC 35' ABDC 40' BBDC 15' ATDC
WS. WL. WK. WOK. ........... 10' ATDC 35' ABDC 40' BBDC 15' ATDC

Six Cylinder
5' ATDC 40' ABDC 47' BBDC' TDCBA. BL. BM. BK. BZ..

MS. ML. MK. MKR. MZ. MZR S' ATDC 47' ABDC 50' BBDC S' ATDC
6-110..,.......................................... 15' BTDC 64' ABDC 60' BBDC 15' ATDC
SRL. SRLR. SRK. SRKR. .. S' ATDC 47' ABDC 50' BBDC S' ATDC
6-125..................... 42' BTDC 90' ABDC 60' BBDC 15' ATDC
RB. RBR. .......... 10' ATDC 45' ABDC 40' BBDC 10' ATDC
140-GS. 140-GK (Std.) ........... 5' ATDC 45' ABDC 40' BBDC 10' ATDC
140-GS. 140-GK (Hi Spd.) .. . .... 15' BTDC 55' ABDC 55' BBDC 15' ATDC
DHK ................................ 7Y,' ATDC 47Y,' ABDC 40' BBDC 10' ATDC
GAL.GAK ....................... TDC 47' ABDC 45' BBDC 6' ATDC
14s-GS. 14s-GK (Std.) .. 5' ATDC 45' ABDC 40' BBDC 10' ATDC
14s-GS. 145-GK (Hi Spd.) .. 5' ATDC 55' A,BDC 50' BBDC 10' ATDC
14s-GZ (Std.) ... 5' ATDC 55' ABDC 50' BBDC 10' ATDC
WAL. WAK .. TDC 40' ABDC 45' BBDC 10' ATDC
EL.EK. NK ... 5' BTDC 40' ABDC 40' BBDC 5' ATDC
LS. LK. LRO .. S' ATDC 40' ABDC 40' BBDC 10' ATDC
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A

Figure 14--Typical Timing Gear Layout
A-Provision for generator drive gear. B-End of

camshaft. C-Camshaft gear. D-Spray nozzle,that
oils gear faces. E-Lock washer for cap screws.
F-Idler gear. 'G-Magneto drive gear. H-Cap
screws which hold washer, J, and idler gear, F, in
place. K---0il pan. L-Crankshaft. M---0il thrower
ring. N-Cam gear lock nut.

61S-Check Tappet Clearance-Having
checked the opening of the exhaust valve for
No. 1 cylinder, it is unnecessary to check
the relative setting of the camshaft and
crankshaft for any other valves as the cams
are all forgedintegral with the shaft, although
the tappet clearance of each valve should
f,e carefully checked and set.
616-Replacing Cylinder 'Head-There

is a best way to replace cylinder heads that
should always be followedto prevent trouble
later. Asshown in the typical caseillustrated,
the hold-down studs should be tightened
in successive stages and in such order as
will insure even pressure over the entire
surface of the cylinder head and gasket.
If the outside nuts are pulled up first instead
of the center ones, the head will be cocked,

® z @

t @

Figure IS-Typical Cylinder Head Layout
The order in which cylinder head nut. should be

tightened is shown by consecutive numbering. Pull
down Inugly the first time. Then repeat drawing
each nut tight. /{fter the engine gets hot tighten
a third time.

and the gasket will not fit tight enough to
prevent burning or blowing out between
cylinders. A good torque wrench, obtainable
at any large supply house, is recommended
for this purpose. Instructions with the wrench
will give torque values to be used.

BEARING ADJUSTMENT
617-Taking Up Bearings-It is not ad

visable for any inexperienced person to at.
tempt bearing adjustment. However, it is
necessary for the operator or owner to know
the symptoms that indicate the need, and
to be able to tell the mechanic who does the
work what clearances and tolerances are
required. -

l~H
C D E F

Figure 16-$chematic Layout of Crankshaft
with Adjustable End Play

A-Thrust face of front crankshaft cheek. B-In·
side thrust face of front bearing; in some engines this
is integral with bearing shell, in others a bronze ring
as shown. C-Bearmg shell. D-Front thrust ring
or bearing flange. E-Clearance for end play. F-Ad.
justable thrust plate on crankshaft. G-Shims to
control end play clearance. H-Crankshaft pinion.

618-Bearing Looseness-In general, any
bearing that is loose will cause an abnormal
knock that increases with use, The heavier
the thump, the greater the need ,for prompt
attention. Call in the mechanic, have him
locate the cause of the trouble, and remedy'
both the cause and the trouble itself.
619-Locating Loose Bearings-A loose

connecting,rod bearing may be- located by
running the engine slowly, and short circuit
ingeach spark plug in turn. If imy connecting
rod bearing is loose, the knock will disappear
when that particular cylinder is cut out. A
knock in a main bearing is harder to locate,
and after all other possiblecausesof the knock
havebeeninvestigatedand eliminated,remove
the spark plugs to prevent the engine from
rocking over on compression and injuring
your hand, and then remove the oil pan or
inspection plate, and try the adjustment of
the main bearings.
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620-Inspecting Main Bearing Caps
It is possible to make an inspection of the
main crankshaft bearing caps one at a time
without removing the crankshaft. If any
trouble has' been experiencedit will be evi
dent in the cap. If the bearings are loose,
but otherwisein goodcondition, it is possible
to take out shims enough to make up for the
wearwhich has taken place. It is very im
portant when doing this to take the same
amount out of each of the bearings and each
of the shims, otherwise the crankshaft will
be thrown out of line, and even as ,little as
a few thousandths of an inch will cause ex
cessive friction in the' bearings, wear, and
lossof power. Do not remove so many thick
nessesof shims that the caps pinch the shaft
when the nuts are pulled as tight as possible.
621-Bearing Clearances-The Tabu

lated Adjustment Data under "BearingClear
ances" gives the manufacturer's tolerances in
the assembly of new engines, for running
clearance, side clearance, and crankshaft end
play clearance+-not wear limits. The figures
as given should be followed in making re
adjustments or installing new bearings.
621-A-Crankshaft End Play-Crank

shaft end play is non-adjustable in all but
eight models-the DHK, GAL, GAK, WAL,
WAK,LS, LK, and LRO-and is controlled
by the distance between the thrust flangesof
the rear main bearing shells, which must be
faced to the tolerances shown in Line 25 of
the Tabulated Adjustment Data for the
model enginebeingworkedon. The total dis
tance between the bearing flangesis equal to
the micrometer measurement between the

thrust flangeson the crankshaft less the toler
ancesgiven in the Adjustment Data.

621-B-Adjustable End Play-Figure 16
shows the schematic arrangement of the ad
justable end play thrust bearing used on
Models DHK, GAL, GAK, WAL, WAK,
LS, LK, and LRO. In each model the end
play is controlled at the front crankshaft
bearing, and may employ either a thrust
flange integral with the bearing shell, or
separate bronze thrust rings doweledto each
side of the crankcase bearing housing, but in
each case the adjustment and principle of
operation is the same. To adjust the end
play, first remove the gear cover, and then
make the adjustment by usingmore or fewer
shims at G, Figure 16. More shims will in
creasethe clearanceE, and fewerwilldecrease
it. A feeler gauge placed in the space E,
should be used to determine the amount of
endplay. Be sure, in taking this measurement,
that the thrust surfacesat A and B, Figure 16,
are in tight contact. It is not necessary to
removethe crankshaft pinionH to take out a
shim. The pinion may be backed off Yo inch,
and a pair of long-nosepliers used to seize
and break one of the shims to remove it.
The shims are made of .002-inchshim stock.
If shimsare to be added to increasethe clear
ance at E, the pinion, H, and thrust plate, F,
should be removed and the shim slipped on
the shaft. A check of the clearance,E, may
be made by tightening the thrust plate with a
tube slipped over the shaft and tightened
with the retaining nut, and thus avoid the
need for pulling the pinion a second time if
further adjustment is required.

THE FIVE TYPES OF GOVERNORS

A
Abo•• - Governoras used on ModelsFCS, FS,

FL, FC, XAH,XAK.

Le/t- Combination Governor- and Water Pump
usedonModelICK.

Figure IT-Diagrams 01Governor. U.eGon Small Four-Cylinder Engine.
A-Governor drive shaft and gear. B-Governor weight hinge pins. C-Water pump eeal+-external.

D-Governor throttle rod. E-Governor lever. F-Governor lever hinge ']lin. G-Governor weight
supportkeyedto driveshaft. H-Governorthrottlevalve. J-Water pumpseal--internal.K-Spced
adjustingscrew. L-Adjusting screwlocknut. M-Water pumpimpeller.P-Throttle rod adjust
ableball joint. R-Governor spring. S-Governor ball thrust shift plate. T-Governor weighta.
U-Stop screw to prevent sur&ing.
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Figure IS-Diagram' 01 GOVernq_T a. Ueed on Model. V
and VK Four-Cylinder, and TS, TL, BA, B~, BM, BK and

BZ Six-Cylinder En/line.
A-Governor drive shaft and gear. B-Governor weight

hingepins. D-Governor throttle rod. E-Governor lever.
F-Governor lever hinge pin. H-Governor throttle valve.
K-Speed adjustingscrew. L--Adjustingscrewlocknut. P:'_
Throttlerod adjustableball joint. R-Governor spring. s
Governorball thrust shift plate. T-Governor weighr•.

Figure 19-Diagrarn 01
Governor for Models
VIS, VIL, VIM; VIK,
CHS and CHK Over-
head Valve Engines
..A - Governor drive

ahaftandgear. B-Gov
ernorweighthingepinl.e- Magneto impulse
coupling. D-Governor
throttle rod. E-Gov·
ernar lever. F - Gov- .
ernor lever hinge pin.
G-Governor weight sup ..
port keyedto driveshaft.
H - Governor throttle
valverod. J-Magneto
impulse coupling spring.
K- Speed adjustinK
screw. L--Adjusting
screw lock nut. P
Throttle rod adjustable
balljoint. R-Governpr
Ipring.S-Governorball
thruat shift plate. T
Governorweights.U
Stop screw to prevent
lurginK.

H

Fi,ure 20 - Diagram 01
Clo.eRe/lulatin/l Type Gov

ernor Used on Model.
6-GAL and 6-GAK

A-Governor drive ahaft
and gear. B-Governor
weighthingepins. D-Gov·
ernor throttle rod. E-Gover·
nor lever. F-G'overnor lev
hinge pin. , G-Govern
weightaupporfkeyedto drive
shaft. H-Governor throttle
valve. K-Speed adjusting
screw. L-Adjusting: screw
locknut. M-Speed adjustina
lever.P-Throttle rodadjust
ableball joint. R-Govemor
sprinK. S-Governor ball
thrust ohift plate. T-Gov·
ernoe weilhta.
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Aboee- Governorused on Model6-LRO.
Right - Governorsusedon ModelsHS. HL. WS.

WL. WK, WOK, 6-MS, 6-ML, 6-MK, 6-MKR,
6-MZ, 6-MZR, 6-SRS, 6-SRL, 6-SRLR, 6-SRK,
6-SRKR,6-RB, 6-RBR,6-EL. 6-EK, 6-NK, 6.LS,
6-LK.

Figure 21-Typical Large Engine Governor Mechani6m ••
A-Camshaft gear to whichgovernorweightsare attachedby pins,B. C-Speed adjustinglever.

D-Governor operating rod. E-Governor lever. F-Governor lever pin hole. G-Governor weight
support. H-Governor valve. J-Governor valveshaftmountedon ballbearinga, K-Speed adjust.
ing screw. L-Adjustment locking nut. O-Governor spring housing. P-Ball joint. R-Governor
spring. S-Governor shift plate. T-Governor weights. U-Stop screw to prevent aurging. V-Drive
shaft.

THE GOVERNOR MECHANISM
622-A Protective Device-The governor

built into Waukesha Engines is designed for
each particular engineto do two main things
I-to prevent damage from overspeedingas
mentioned in the "CAUTION" following
the guarantee (see page 4), and 2-to main
tain constant speeds automatically under
varying loads while driving industrial rna
chinery, As the life of any machine falls
off rapidly when it is speeded up beyond
safe limits, the governor should be kept in
operation at all times to protect the engine
against damage and abuse.

623-Governor Adjusting-The governor
is adjusted for the correct speed at the
factory, and should not be changed to a
higherspeedwithout consulting the Com
pany. The general rules given here apply
only in those caseswhere it may be necessary
to re-assemble the governor after the mani
folds have been taken down or other work
donewhichincidentally involvesthe governor
mechanism,

624-Governor Types-In general princi
ple, all Waukesha governors are alike, and
in all but two or three engines, the general
arrangement and location of the parts are
the same. The general scheme is shown in
Figure 21, which applies to the larger sizes,
while Figures .17 and 18 show the special
arrangement used for the small fours and

sixesas indicated by the title, and Figure 19,
the type used on valve-in-headengines.Each
of these is automatically lubricated by. the
engineoiling system.

62S-0peration of Governor- The op
eration of the Waukesha governor is as fol
lows: Two-weights in the gear chamber at
tached to gear, A, Figure 21, are held by and
swivel around two pins, B. These weights
fly out when the engine speeds up, moving
the governor shifter, S, outward. This ac
tion presses a ball bearing thrust at the
center of S, outward. This moves lever, E.
Figure 21. This lever, E, swivelson pin, F,
which is held in the. gear cover. The move
ment of E, causesa movement of the rod, D,
which closes the butterfly valve, H, and
throttles the engine independently of the
carburetor throttle.

626-Governor Accelerator-In operat
ing some industrial machinery there are
periods in the operating cyclewhich demand
an excess of power beyond the routine re
quirements-raising the loaded skip of a
paving mixer. and starting a heavy hoist
load are common examples-which can be
met by properly connecting the Waukesha
governor accelerator. Its action is fully
diagrammedin Figure 22, and its use should
be restricted to such serviceas just described.
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Figure 22-Diagram of Governor Accelerator

A-Ball joint. B-Governor spring which control.
maximum engine speed, increasing tension increases
speed, reducing tension reduces speed. C-Lever
which pushio_g plunger, 0, increases spring tension
and engine speed. E-Rod connected to accelerator
for remote control by foot pedal or by linkage to
operating levers of driven machine. G-Camshaft
gear which carries governor weig-hts.W. L-Gov·
ernor operating lever actuated by governor weights.
R-Throttle valve nperat.ing rod.

It should not be used for operating the
engine continuously at its maximum ac
celerated speed.
627-Re-Setting the Governor-As pre

viously stated, governor adjustments should
only be necessary if the governor or parts

included in its assembly have been taken
down for other work such as manifold gasket
replacement, timing gear adjustment or gear
cover gasket renewal. If any of this work
deranges the governor parts be sure that it
is re-assembled as it was originally. Make
sure that the ball joint lock nut at P,
Figure 21, is tight, and that the governor
throttle valve is assembled right side up a.
indicated by the raised letters cast in the
edge of the butterfly itself. If all of these
points have been carefully followed, the
governor should operate exactly as before,
provided the tension of the spring, R, or
the length of the rod, D, has not been
changed. To securethe best regulation,make
sure that the length of the rod, D, is ad
justed so that the throttle, H, stands a trifle
towards the closingposition when the engine
ia stopped. Variation from the speed shown
in the Tabulated Data, can be corrected by
the screw,K. Turning it clockwiseincreases
the maximum speed, counterclockwise, de
creasesthe speed.

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
628-Auxiliary Accessories--There are

many auxiliary accessories that are applied
to Waukesha Engines from time to time,
each one usually meeting the special need of
some individual client. The principal items
include air compressorsfor air brakes, large
capacity electric generators and special
cylinder lubricating systems.

AIR BRAKE COMPRESSORS
629-Air- Compressors--There are three

general types of air compressor mounting,
each one designed with automatic lubrica
tion system. The forwardchain drive mount- --

Figure23-Diagram of Chain Driv~Air Compre••or Mounting 01EarlyDe.ign;
L"ter DeBilfn.H"ve No Idler.
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ing and its typical application to the engine
is shown in Figure 23. In this type, the silent
chain is entirely enclosed, and receives oil
from the engine oiling system. Do not use
grease. The chain slack is adjusted either by
an idler as shown in the diagram sketch, or by
shims being placed beneath the compressor
itself. The belt drive forward mounting is too
simple to require description. The care of the
compressor is covered by the air compressor
manufacturer's instruction book. NEVER
CHANGE the size of the oil line feed, to do
so will unbalance the engine oil distribution.

630-Rear Mounted Compressor-A
, special bracket replacing the magneto bracket
is used for the rear mounting, therefore,
battery ignition must be used. As in the
case of the front mounted compressor, the
lubrication is entirely automatic from the
engine syatem, and does not require any at
tention. Do not put grease in the gear case.
Adjustment of the chain should be made by
shims under the compressor base. '

ELECTRIC GENERATORS
631-Generator Selection-Occasionally

generators for storage battery charging and
auxiliary lights are required with capacities
from 300 to 800 watts. If, for any reason, this
equipment is not furnished by the Waukesha
Motor Company and with specific recorn
mendations, it is important that care be exer
cised in its selection. Make sure that the
generator is of the proper size, that it is
equipped with a voltage regulator, and that
the charging rate is adjusted to meet the
electrical load. This will prevent damage to
the storage battery. '

632-Generator Care--Specific instruc
tions for the care of generators are included in
the accessory makers' directions furnished
with these, units. When the generator is
bolted by a flange to the timing gear housing,
it is important, in mounting, to see that
sufficient back lash be allowed between the
generator and driving gears to avoid over
heating the generator bearing.

633-Generator Noise_If a rattle or
thump is located in the generator at low
engine speeds, it can generally be traced
to too much back lash in the gears or ex
cessive end play in the generator. Correct
the back lash in the gears by loosening the
upper attaching screws, and crowding the
generator slightly toward the crankcase.
This can be done most conveniently if the
cap screws are only freed enough to move
the generator by light blows from a rawhide
01' wooden mallet. When proper running
conditions are secured, tighten the cap
screws. If it is end play, it is controlled in
different ways in different machines, and the

trouble should be located, and remedied by
the nearest service representative of the
electrical equipment manufacturer.

SPECIAL LUBRICATION
634-For Special Industrial Service

Extra precautions are necessary to insure
ample lubrication of industrial engines that
must be started after long periods of rest, or
after standing in a cold place. They should
be filledwith fresh warm oil, and run idle for
the first few minutes to permit the oiling
system to fill, and insure oil reaching all
parts of the engine. It is good practice where
industrial equipment stands out of doors
overnight in cold weather, to drain the oil
from the crankcase each evening and keep it
in a warm place, replacing it in the crank
case the following morning. Do not put
it near a stove or open lire.

63S-Fire Engine Equipment-Fire en
gine equipment requires special care to avoid
serious damage when it is new. Until the
engine has been thoroughly limbered by at
least 300 hours of service, lubricating oil
must be added to the fuel-one pint of
oil to each five gallons of gasoline. If the
'equipment is kept in a station where the
temperature is below 50, unless the ap
paratus is in frequent use, a lighter oil
should be used than the standard recom
mendation given in the Inside Covers of this
book. Specifications for this service call
for a viscosity of 6S to 70 Saybolt at 210
degrees F., not over .600viscosity at 100de
grees F. with a minimum flash point of
420 degrees F. Beside using a Iighter oil,
the oil supply should be checked frequently,
and maintained at top level. When check
ing the oil supply if the drop from the bay
onet gauge is thin and fast, it indicates poor
lubricating qualities, and the oil should be
changed.

636-Electric Oil Heaters-The most
satisfactory arrangement. to insure prompt
response of the lubricating system is the use
of a small electric' heater attached to the
oil pan sump. This will serve to keep the
oil at a proper consistency in the coldest
weather, and will also avoid the accumula
tion of water and gasoline inthe sump. Not
over 100 to 150 watts are needed. Our
Engineering Department willprovide suitable
sketches on request, showing a permanent
attachment of this kind.

DUPLEX OILING
(Obsolete Equipment)

637-The Duplex 'System an "Extra"
In special cases, the added precaution of
directly oiling the cylinder walls and pistons
is recommended, and for this purpose the
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Madison-Kipp Duplex Oiling System was
devised. It is auxiliary to and not a substi
tute for the standard pressure circulating
system. It provides a positive delivery of
fresh oil in a metered quantity at regular
intervals to each piston and cylinder, as
800n as the engine starts instead of depend
ing entirely upon crankcasemist for this duty.

638 - Simple Equipment - The extra
equipment is securely built into the engine,
and consists of an outside oil reservoir with
a glass level gauge, ana a tube which con
nects it to a fitting on the outside of the
crankcase, The oil in this tank is led to a
valveless plunger pump which receives a
predetermined quantity of oil, and forces
it through a distributing valve to each
cylinder in turn. This pump is incorporated
in the drive of the main oil pump" and is
driven by a worm as shown in Figure 24.
639-Keeping the System Clean-Owing

to the small quantities of oil which are used,
even with the relatively large oil tubes em
ployed, particles of foreign matter and
sludge sometimes collect and stop the sys
tem. It has been found that this collects
most frequently in the tube leading from
the supply tank to the crankcase, and that
by blowing out this tube, the system will be.
restored to full operation. Do not attempt
any adjustment of the Duplex oil feed
without first clearing this outside delivery
pipe.

640-Adjustment of Oil Feed-An ad
justing screw is provided at, A, Figure 24.
To increase the rate of oil feed, turn the
screw counter-clockwise; to decrease the
rate of feed, turn it clockwise. This screw
may be reached by removing a plug in the
side of the oil pan. It is unnecessary to re
move the pan for any of the oiling system
adjustments. A correct adjustment will
add enough oil through the duplex system
to balance the normal loss in the circulating
system-usually about 11 drops per cylinder
per minute-so that between' crankcase
draining periods all fresh oil is added to the
engine through the duplex system. To check
the delivery of oil to each cylinder, the small
copper tube loop connecting the cylinder
with the crankcase may be removed. Watch
the oil level carefully, and if it is found to
be increasing, reduce the duplex feed rate.
If the level is falling, increase the duplex
feed rate. Be sure that the oil is not thinning
from an over-rich carburetor mixture.
641-Top Cylinder Oiling-When re

movable sleeve cylinders are used, the
Madison-Kipp Duplex System is -replaced
with the Jay Vacuum Operated "Motop"
Oiler. This system is entirely automatic
and equipped with a sight gauge, its opera
tion is constantly in view. Follow the manu
facturer's instructions accompanying the de
vice if adjustments are needed. Always use
the best grade of light oil as recommended
by the maker.

Figure Z4-DetaU. 01 HDuple:%" Lubricaring Pump
"Fresh oil" leads to their respective cylinders are indicated by the number_of the cylinder,

i. e., 1-2-3-4-5-6. A-Adjustment screw for regulating "fresh oil" pump. B-Cros8 over
connection from feed line, F, to "fresh oil" pump cylinder, L. C-Cover over oil pump gears.
G-~orm gear which d:rives "fresh oil" auxiliary pump. H-Housing for main oil pump.
N-Pln on arm. M, which engages, W, and turns It one notch for each complete revolution
of the shaft, S. p-uFresh oil" pump piston. S-Eccentric shaft driven by worm wheel G.
T.-l!niversal connec~ion ~n end of piston and connected .to driving eccentric, E. V-Rotary
diatrfbutor valve which directs each shot of the plunger pump to the right cylinder-eacb
cylinder in sequence. W-Distributor valve slow motion gear.
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PART VIII

SPECIAL AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL 'ENGINES
700-Special Features-In general, the instructions given heretofore apply equally to the

special valve-in-head agricultural and industrial engines as well as the largest industrial sixes.
This section of the book details only those maintenance features that require separate mention,
such as the special oiling systems for use with the large industrial sixes;manner of removing
cylinder heads for overhead valve engines; the removal of sleeve type cylinders; specialpiston
rings; special belt-tightening fan pulleys; and special manifolding.

70l-Large Industrial Six Oiling Sys
tem-The "6-L" Series engines are pro
vided with an oil pump mounted on the
front of the base which is driven from the
crankshaft pinion and receives its supply of
oil from the sump at the front end of the
base compartment. At the rear of the
crankcase, just back of No.6 cylinder, is a
filler opening with a screw cap through
which the engine sump is filled. In these

A C 8 0

Figure 25-Diagrarn 01LargeIndu,trial
Six Oiling Sy,tern

A-Oil pump with pressure regulating valve.·
B'-Metallicelementtype oil filter. C-Oil sump.
D-Bayonet oil gauge. E-Main oil header. F
Oitfillercap.

models, all of the oil is held in the base and
the proper level is indicated by the bayonet
garige projecting into the sump. Oil taken
from the sump is delivered under pressure
by the pump, first to the oil filter which
cleans it and from there to the main oil
header which is bolted to the outside o( the

crankcase, and which delivers it under full
pressure to every bearing in the engine. An
oil gauge is inserted in this line, which indi
cates the pressure. If the pressure falls below
the value specified in the inside back cover,
stop the engine, locate, and remedy the
cause. The pressure regulating valve,
mounted on the oil pump, itself, is shown in
detail in Figure 3.

702-Lubricating Engines Which Op
erate in Tilted Positions-For special
service where large industrial sixes must
operate at extreme fore and aft angles, a
specialoiling system is required. This special
system includes a double scavenger pump
which collects the oil from either end of the
crankcase' and delivers it to the aluminum
supply tank just above the water pump.'
From this tank the oil flows by gravity to
the pressure' feed pump which is driven by
the camshaft, and' is bolted to the opposite
side of the crankcase at the center point.
In all other respects" its operation is the
same as described in paragraph 7~1.

703-Removing Cylinder Heads-When
valve grinding is necessary, the removal of
the cylinder head of all valve-in-head engines
is most easily done if the top' water manifold
and the rocker arm assembly with its shaft
and supports are first dismounted. This will
permit easy withdrawal of the long push
rods and make the cylinder head nuts readily
accessible. After this preparation, follow
the procedure as suggested in paragraph
602 to 612, inclusive. In replacing the
cylinder head, be sure to follow the method
described in paragraph 616 and Figure 15,
and' make certain that the oil line to the
rocker arm shaft is secured tightly in place.
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Figure26-Dry Sump OilingSy.tem
A-Twin scavenger pump. B-H-W filtrator.

C-Oil supply tank and cooler. D-Main oil pump
with pressure regulating valve receives oil from
'Iupply tank. E-Oil filler cap. All oil introduced
here.

704-Cylinder'Sleeve Removal-In gen
eral Waukesha sleeve cylinder engines are
all 'Of the wet sleeve-type' which permits
simple and easy replacement. The other type
which is used only on Models 6-GAL and
6-GAK and some special four-cylinder en
gines is a thin, dry liner type of super-hard
material and seldom requires replacement.
The instructions for replacing the wet liner
as givenbelowwillnot apply to ,thedry li~ers.
Special tools are required to exert sufficient
pressure to remove the dry liners.and can be
supplied by the Waukesha Service Depart
ment. Each wet sleeve is sealed by the
head and head gasket at the top, while
a rubber packing ring fitted in a recessed
groove at the bottom of the water jacket
case keeps the lower end tight and permits
slight expansion as required. To r~move the
sleeve, simply insert along bolt with a cross
bar at the bottom and another at the top,
supporting the-latter on two blocks, as sho~
in Figure 27. Tightening the top nut WIll
release the sleeve, as shown. Be sure that the
two blocks supporting the top bar are long
enough to be supported across the en~ire
width of the cylinder block. When replacing
the sleeve, remove the old rubber ring in the .
bottom packing groove and insert a new one
each time taking care that none of the old
ring falls irrto the crankcase to clog the oiling
system.

70S-Fan Pulley Belt Tightening
Some engines are equipped with a special
belt-tightening pulley as shown in Figure 28.
The outer flange of this pulley is screwed
onto the hub, so that by screwing the two
flanges closer together, the belt slack is
taken up. After adjusting the belt, be sure
the let screw is pulled tight and its lock nut
bcought home.

Figure 27-Removing Sleeve-Type Cylinder.
A-Old sleeve cylinder being withdrawn. B

Blocking used as yoke for puller. C-Long stud with
nut pulls sleeve when nut is screwed down as shown.
T-bar across bottom of sleeve js not shown. D
Water jacket and crankcase. E-New sleeve. Head
gasket holds joint tight at top flange. F-Rubber
sealing rings; some models use two, others only one,
Rings arc placed in grooves of case before sleeve is
pressed in.

706- Combination Fan and Water
Pump-Figure 29 illustrates the combina
tion fan and water pump as used on Models
6-GAL, 6-GAK, and 6-DHK. The entire as-.
sembly pivots on a bolt through the discharge
port and is adjusted for fan belt tightening
by the bolt and slot on the opposite side. A
and B, Figure 29, are the Alemite pressure
fitting and grease cup respectively. The pres
sure fitting lubricates the bearings, M; any
goodstandard ball bearing greasewillbe satis
factory. Bushings are lubricated through the
grease cup, B; use No.6 Mobile, or a similar

c 0

Figure 28-Movable
FlangeFanPulley
A-Pulley hub. B

Adjusting flange screws
on hub. C-Set screw
with lock nut hold.
flange in position. D
Pump and fan shaft
lubricator.

A B
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greasethat is insoluble in water. Do not use
ordinary cup grease.

Figure29-Belt DrivenWaterPump
A-Alemitepressurefitting. B--Greasecup. C

Pumpimpeller. D-Bushings. E-Packing. F
Packingnut. G-Driving spider. H-Pump shaft.
J-Pump drivepin. K-Compressionspring. L
Oilretainer. M-Bearings. N--Qil retainer. P
Water pump bearing clamp nut.

707-Heat Control Manifolds-Special
combination manifolds are found on many
agricultural engines which permit the use
of either gasoline or kerosene fuel. (See

Figure 30-Combination Ga.oline-Kero.ene
Manifold

A-Heat control lever. B-HGas." C-uKer."

paragraph 401.) Where these manifolds are
like that shown in Figure 30, the heat valve
is controlled by the lever so that the amount
of heat can be varied. Always be sure that
the valve lever 'points to the word "GAS"
when operating on gasoline or to "KER"
when kerosene is being used.

708-Fitting Piston Rings to Cylinders
-There are two important dimensions to be
maintained in fitting piston rings: the gap
between the ends when the ring is compressed
to the cylinder diameter, and the fit in the
groove of the piston itself. The separate Tab
ulated Data Sheet furnished with this booklet

gives the desired fits for both of these dimen
sions. To fit a piston ring, it is first necessary
to slip a piston without the rings into the
cylinder so that the top is about an inch below
the top of the cylinder, and then place the
ring to be fitted into the cylinder and press it
against the top of the piston. This insures the
ring being square with the bore so that a true
measurement of the gap between the ends of
the ring can. be made. If the ring is even
slightly cocked in the bore the apparent gap
measurement will be smaller than it really is.
Measure the gap with feeler gauges, and if it
is too small use a fine file, and take off a small
amount on one of the ring tips until it gauges
within the limits given in the Tabulated Data.
A gap smaller than the low limit given will
cause ring seizure and cylinder scoring, while
a gap larger than the high limit will cause
excessive blow-by, dilution, and sometimes
scuffing.

Figure31-Tapered Pi.ton Ring.

709-;-TaperedPiston Rings--Some mod
els are fitted with tapered piston rings that
fit in tapered grooves on the piston. After
each ring has been fitted to its cylinder it
should fit properly in its groove. Place the
ring on the piston and press it into the groove
at one place only-not all around-and see
that it can be buried below the adjacent lands
at least as deep as the minimum dimension
given in line 21 of the Tabulated Data for the
model in question. Try it at four spots around
the piston to make sure the ring can move
freely at all points. When wear increases
Dimension "X" to the extent that the top
limit has been exceeded by .002", the ring
should be replaced. Do not mix up rings that
have been fitted to one piston and cylinder
they will not run smoothly on any but their
own place.
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PART IX
SERVICE INSTRUCTIONS

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORDERING REPAIR PARTS

800-Give Engine Model Number-Always specify size, model, and number of the
engine,which is stamped on the name plate attached to the crankcase. The engine number
is also stamped on the crankcase at either the gear cover or flywheelhousingend, also on the
front end of the crankshaft. Be sure to give the number stamped after the model, as "6-RB"
or "6-AB" or whatever the number may be on the particular engine.

801-Give Description and Quantity
Required-Furnish completedescriptionand
number, where known, of the part or parts
wanted. Donot use the word "complete,"
state exactly each item that is wanted and
do not designate the quantity by "sets" ;
mention how many parts are required.
For instance, if ordering sufficient main
bearings for one four-bearing engine say,
"Eight halves main bearing bushing-s-part
number so and so," or if the part number is
unknown give the engine model number as
explained in paragraph 800.
802-Tell How to Ship and Where-:

State whether the shipment is to be routed
by freight, express or parcel post; furnish
shipping point and post office address. If
shipping instructions are not specifiedon the
order, we will use our judgment, taking into
consideration time as well as cost. We will
not be responsible for any charges by
our so doing.
803-Mail Shipments-Goods shipped

by mail are entirely at customer's risk, un
lesscashor postage for insuranceaccompanies
order. '
804-When Sh'ipping to Us-Mail bill

of lading or express receipt with letter of
advice. Do not enclose it with the ship
ment.
80S-How to Mark Shipment to Us-It

is very important to have the crate or the
box containing all shipments properly
marked with the sender's name and ad.
dress, otherwise it may not be identified.
The best way is to paint or stencil it on the
box. Alwaysprepay the charges.
806-Terms on Repairs-To avoid de

lay, all repairs will be sent C.O.D. unless
cash accompanies the order. All prices
quoted are F.O.B. Waukesha, Wisconsin.

Form 1131-F-30M-5-45

807-How to Return Parts for Credit
When returning parts for inspection and
credit (see Guarantee, page 3), the engine
number from which the parts were taken
must be givenand all transportation charges
must be prepaid. Our receiving depart
ment is not authorized to accept "Collect"
shipments.
808-Service Rebuilding-The Service

Rebuilding Shop offersowners and users the
same degree of manufacturing skill and pre
cision for re-conditioning their engines that
were used when first built. Flat rates
have been established which make it a
simple, easy, safe and sure way of keeping
an engine in good condition.

WHEN TO RETURN ENGINES
FOR OVERHAUL

809-Engines to Be Overhauled-Many
users ofWaukeshaEngines have little use for
them during the Fall and Winter months, and
yet wish to use them early in the Spring.
Such customers should anticipate -their
needs. When an engine is to be sent us for
repairs, send it early so that we may have
plenty of time to overhaul and return it

, before the Spring rush season starts. The
same foresight should be applied when re
turning parts for repairsor orderingnewparts.
810-Parts to Remove from Shipment

-When returning an engine for overhauling,
remove such parts as spark plugs, priming
cups, top water pipe, fan, fan pulley and
belt, starting crank, clutch, ignition cable
tube and wires, as these parts are likely to
be lost or damaged in transit. It will also
reduce the weight of shipment and thereby
lower the transportation charges. Do not
remove the intake and exhaust mani·
folds.

Printed lu u. s. A.



LUBRICATION DATA
for WAUKESHA GAS and GASOLINE ENGINES

TABLE III

1-

Hot Oil [Oil Capacity Hot Oil tOil Capacity
Bore Pressure Quarts Bore Pressure QuartsEngine Engine and at --- --- Engine Engine and at --- ---

Model Class Stroke Gov'd Auto- Box Model Class Stroke Gov'd Auto- Box
Speed motive Base Speed motive Base---- ---- --- --- ---- --- ---- ---- --- ---

a IS0-U B 3 x2U 40 3 4 6ZK.-\ B 3}'sx4Ys 40 7
ICK A 2Ux3,!-i 15 3 '6BA II 3Ysx4,v. 40 8 12
FCS A 2Ux4 15 4 8 '6BL II 3;1'x4K 40 8 12
FS A 2Ux4 15 4 8 '6BM B 3Y8x4;{ 40 8 12
FCL A 3 x4 15 4 8 *611K B 3Ux4,v. 40 8 12
FL A 3 x4 15 4 8 *6BZ B 4 x4X' 40 8 12
FC A 3,v.x4 15 4 8 6MS C 3Ux4U 40 8
FK A 3;{x4 15 4 8 6ML C 4 x4U 40 8
160 A 3%"x3y,' 15 3

6MK ~ C 4Ysx4U 40 8XA B 3y,'x4y,' 15 4 9 6MKR
XAH B 3Ysx4)/, IS 4 9 6MZ C 4,v.x4U 40 8XAK B 3Ux4U 15 4 9 6MZR
I.JO-GS B 3Ux5 40 6 10 140-GS C 4,v.x5)/, 40 10 14
130-GL· B 4 xS 40 6 10 140-GK C 4_%'xS7;i' 40 10 14
VIS B 4Ysx5,v. 25 8 12 *6SRS C 4Ysx551i 40 10 14
VIM B 4Xx5X' 25 8 12 *6SRL J C 4Ysx551i 40 10VIL B 4;Vsx5X' 25 8 12 *6SRLR 14
VIK B 4)/,x5,v. 25 8 12 *6SRK C 4Ysx551i 40 10 14VRZ B 4Ysx5 y,' 25 8 12 *6SRKR
CHS C 4;Y.j'x6}{ 25 15 15 145-GS C 4Ux6 40 18 26
CHK C 5Ysx6;1 25 1.1 15 14S-GK C 5,v.x6 40 IS 26
HS C 5Xx6.~'; 30 14 17 145-GZ C 5Ysx6 50 IS
HL C 6 x6;/, 30 14 17 6RB \ C 5 x5.y' 40 14WS C 5y'x8 25 14 24 6RBR i
WL C 6,v.x8 25 14 24 6DHK C 5 x5J/, 40 IS 30WK C 6Ux8 25 14 24 6GAL fWOK C 7)/,x8 25 14 24 6GAK C SUx5;1 40 18 304-55 B 3Ysx4U 25 5 6WAL C 5Ux6)/, 40 32
4-95 C 6 x6)/, 30 14 17 6WAK C 6X'x6~ 40 32
4-115 C 6J/,,,7 30 12 20 6EL C 6)/,x7 40 70

6EK C 7 x7 40 70
6NK C 7 x8y,' 40 .... 70
6LS C 7 xSy,' 40 72
6LK C 7UxS)/, 40 72
6LRO C 8J/,x8J/, 40 72
*6-110 C 4 x4Y. 40 S
*6-125 C 4:nx5;'~ 40 10 14

*Engines marked wi th (*) may have copper lead bearings. oils that attack copper-lead alloys must NOT
BE USED. See paragraph 6, page 5.

'[N o~e:Oil capacities listed are for oil pans only. When oil filters, oil coolers and other accessories that require
engine 011are installed. an extra amount equal to the capacit.y of these accessories should be added.

TABLE IV-WATER PUY-P LUBRICATION

TYPE OF WATER PUMP ENGINE MODELS

Ball. bearing type pumps with grease sealed bear- ICK. HS. HL. 130-GS. 130-GL. 140-GS.140-GK.
ings. Require no lubrication. 145-GS. 145-GK. 145-GZ

Pumps requiring fluid grease, calcium base. n011- FC'. FCS'. XAH. VIS. VIM, VIK. CHS. CHK.
soluble in water, "Pump Lube" or equivalent. 6-BS'. 6-BL'. 6-BM'. 6-BK'. 6BZ'

Pumps requiring any good waterproof cup grease. FC'. FCS'. WS. WL. WK. WOK. 6-ZL. 6-ZK. 6_BS4.
6-BM'. 6-BL' ..··6-BK·. 6-BZ·. 6-MS. 6-ML. 6-MK.
6-MZ. 6-~·;KR. 6-i'.IZR. 6-110. 6-125. 6-SRS. 6-SRL.
6-SRK. ·6-cRLR. 6-SRKR. 6-RB. 6-RBR. 6-EL.
6-EK. 6-I\K. 6-LS.6-LK. 6-LRO. 6-DHK. 6-GAL'.
6-GAK5

. 1. Cylinder head pump. ,
2. Belt driven pump (Fluid grease for pump bearing. Use ball bearing grease in front bearing.)
3. Side mounted pump.
4. Gear driven pump.
5. Waterproof grease for grease cup. Ball bearing grease in Alemi te fitting.

TABLE V-VISCOSITY CONVERSIO~ FOR FOREIGN USE

S.A.E. Saybolt Redwood Engler Kinematic
Nu. Seconds Seconds Degrees Centistokes

lOW 90-120 @ 130· F, 78-106 @ 130· F, 2.6-3,5 @ 130· F. 18.2-25.2 @ 130· F.
20W 120-1S5 @ 130· F. 106-164 @ 130· F. 3.5-5.4 @ 130· F. 25.2-39.8.@ 130· F.
30 55- 65 @ 210· F. 164-223 @ 130· F. 5,4-7.4 @ 130· F. 8.8-11.6 @ 210· F.
40 65- SO@ 210· F. 57- 70 @ 210· F. 2.0-2.4 @ 210· F. 11.6-15.6 @ 210· F.
50 SO-lOS @ 210· F, 70- 93 @ 210! F. 2.4-3.1 @ 210· F. 15.6-21.6 @ 210· F.
60 105-125 @ 210· F. 93 110@ 210· F. 3.1-3.7 @ 210· F. 21.6-26.2 @ 210· F.
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